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Abstract

Given the network traffic growth, due to applications that heavily use computational cloud infrastructure, the need for improving the monitoring traffic techniques has increased. For traffic engineering, it is essential to gain total visibility into the traffic flowing across the network. The most used methods for traffic monitoring in the industry are those based on dedicated monitoring protocols as SNMP (Simple Network Management Protocol), NetFlow, SFlow, among others.

With processing capacity evolution of forwarding devices, new techniques have been proposed. The use of sketches has become widely popular for traffic monitoring tasks. Sketches are compact data structures capable of summarizing and store information about the state of packets. Using sketches, it is possible to monitor a network traffic, understanding the path travelled by each packet and which devices were responsible for the packet forwarding.

Analyzing traffic over the network is a challenge that changes the traditional monitoring approach. The current performance indicator metrics provided by network devices are not enough to analyze and create insights for the network traffic as a whole. We need a way to produce key performance indicators that can be correlated across different network devices on the same network. This new approach opens opportunities for researching and developing novel techniques to obtain a holistic network traffic visibility, to support decisions in traffic engineering, to detect traffic anomalies and other applications.

Using a single sketch named BitMatrix, proposed in this work, it is possible to monitor network traffic, understand the path travelled per packet and which devices forwarded this packet along its path. In this context, this probabilistic structure was adopted to identify the path used to forward a packet in a multi-tenant network in two different scenarios: a) in an emulated network, using P4 routers and, b) in a simulated network, processing real traffic traces, using a Python framework. As a result, overloaded routers, links and paths and heavy user tenants were identified.

**Key-words:** Network Monitoring, Sketches, Bitmaps, Multi-tenant, P4 Language, Programmable Network.
Resumo

Com o crescimento do tráfego de rede, devido às aplicações que utilizam serviços de infraestrutura computacional em nuvem, aumentou a necessidade de se otimizar a utilização dos dispositivos responsáveis pelo encaminhamento e monitoramento do tráfego. Para engenharia de tráfego, é essencial ter visibilidade do tráfego que está sendo encaminhado. Os métodos mais comuns para monitoramento de tráfego são baseados em protocolos dedicados a esse fim, como o SNMP (*Simple Network Management Protocol*), NetFlow, SFlow, entre outros.

Com a evolução da capacidade de processamento dos equipamentos de encaminhamento, novas técnicas têm sido propostas. Dentre estas, o uso de *sketches* tem se tornado cada vez mais comum. Os *sketches* são estruturas de dados compactas, capazes de armazenar de forma sumarizada informação sobre o estado de um pacote. Com o uso de *sketches* é possível monitorar o tráfego de uma rede, entendendo o caminho percorrido por cada pacote e quais dispositivos foram responsáveis pelo seu encaminhamento.

A análise do tráfego através da rede é um desafio científico que redireciona a forma tradicional de monitoramento, movendo o foco dos elementos de rede e seus contadores para o tráfego em si. Esse redirecionamento de foco cria oportunidades para pesquisa e desenvolvimento de novas formas de se obter visibilidade do tráfego para auxiliar nas tomadas de decisão em engenharia de tráfego, detecção de anomalias e outras aplicações.

Fazendo uso do *sketch* denominado BitMatrix, proposto neste trabalho, foi possível monitorar o tráfego de rede, entendendo o caminho percorrido por cada pacote e quais dispositivos de rede foram responsáveis pelo encaminhamento desse pacote através da rede. Nesse contexto, esta estrutura probabilística foi adotada para identificar a rota usada para o encaminhamento do pacote em uma rede *multi-tenant* em dois diferentes cenários: a) em uma rede emulada, utilizando roteadores P4 (*Programming Protocol-Independent Packet Processors*) e, b) Em uma rede simulada, processando capturas de tráfego reais, utilizando Python. Como resultado, tornou-se possível identificar quais rotas e elementos estão sobrecarregados e quais os usuários (*tenants*) com maiores demandas.

**Palavras-chaves**: Network Monitoring, Sketches, Bitmaps, Multi-tenant, Linguagem P4, Redes Programáveis.
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1 Introduction

The exponential growth of network traffic emphasizes the importance of network monitoring, management, planning and traffic engineering. In addition, cloud computing have been widely used, and the number of cloud-based services has increased rapidly in the last years, increasing the complexity of the infrastructure behind these services. In this way, data centers need to have an accurate and fine-grained monitoring to operate efficiently, considering the use of shared resources by multiple tenants. Consequently, cloud administrators could use monitoring information for essential processes such as accounting, audit tracking, debugging, fault detection, job scheduling and performance analysis.

Faced with the need for more effective ways to monitor and understand how network traffic is handled and what changes should be made on traffic routing, a valuable contribution is made with the utilization of compact data structures (sketches). These data structures can be implemented on P4 enabled devices, to monitor network traffic.

In this context, sketches are probabilistic data structures used to store summarized information about the network traffic. The two primary advantages of using sketches are; the low memory usage in the device and the adjustable accuracy achieved regarding the amount of memory used to store information. There are several applications in measurement tasks for sketches, such as heavy-hitter detection (MATHEW; KATKAR, 2011; YU; JOSE; MIAO, 2013; KRISHNAMURTHY et al., 2003), traffic pattern change detection (KRISHNAMURTHY et al., 2003; SCHWELLER et al., 2004), flow-size distribution estimation (DUFFIELD; LUND; THORUP, 2005), and others.

As an evolution of Software Defined Networking (SDN), P4 (Programming Protocol-Independent Packet Processor) was presented as a high-level programming language for packet forwarding devices (BOSSHART et al., 2014). The P4 language makes programming devices (targets) more flexible. To use a program written in P4, it needs to be compiled to the target device, which can be a hardware or software-based system and the program can be simple or very complex, depending on the behaviour planned for the device when forwarding packets. P4 allows the creation of several mechanisms for traffic measurement (KIM et al., 2015; SIVARAMAN et al., 2017), among them, the implementation of probabilistic data structures, or sketches.

So, the main goal of this work is to propose and implement a framework, based on the well-known bitmap and counter-array sketches, that goes further than the traditional monitoring process of counting packets and bytes. A new compact probabilistic structure, named BitMatrix, is presented. BitMatrix was created to support the multi-tenant monitoring using an array of bitmaps, combined with a storage method that enables the
information to be segmented per tenant, in a later phase. Besides the general statistics, it enables detail analyses on a packet level in the network, i.e. it is possible, using the BitMatrix, to determine how many packets travelled through a specific set of network devices. Thus, we demonstrate how to produce critical and frequent monitoring information such as the number of bytes and packets per network device per tenant, the number of packets per path per tenant and also the paths being used by each tenant.

Using bitstreams collected from bitmaps and counter arrays at pre-determined periods, sufficient information is obtained to understand the volume of traffic being processed in a given network. The data collecting from data structures must happen in the same time; thus, they will correspond to the same period in all elements. This time frame is called epoch. After collecting bitstreams, data structures are restarted to proceed with collecting information for the next epoch. Once the information from the data structures is collected and stored, it is possible to process this information from two or more elements, to obtain indicators about forwarding traffic in the network.

Performance indicators such as data volume and the number of packets processed by each network device and the path that a given packet has taken through the network can be obtained and used for decision making in the planning, expansion and traffic engineering process.

Objectives

The main objective of this project is to create a sketches-based framework capable of generating tenant segmented data streams for storing packets and bytes across network devices, enabling several traffic analyses. This framework consists of three elements that will digest packets and temporarily store the information in the memory of the data plane element, collect the information from memory, parse and store it in a database and present statistics and key performance indicators based on that information.

The main goals for this project are:

- Creation of a bitmap array using P4 language for traffic segmentation. In this project, segmentation will be by tenant and may be extended to other types of segmentation;

- Perform a near-to-synchronous collection of data streams to estimate the number of packets and bytes processed in network devices or, for a given path in the network;

- Determine the number of packets and bytes that traveled through a given route, allowing segmentation by source tenant.
Outline

The remaining of this dissertation is organized as follows:

- Chapter 2: presents related works and technical background that are the basis for this work;

- Chapter 3: details the BitMatrix architecture, features and operation.

- Chapter 4: explain the implementation of a framework using the BitMatrix to store the packets and other elements to collect, parse, store a and a analyze the information obtained. Also, an introduction about how to create a network traffic matrix, using BitMatrix information.

- Chapter 5: walks through a deployment example in P4 Language, explaining the P4 structure and primitives used to implement it.

- Chapter 6: describes the testing methodology and its respective results, detailing two frameworks, one for emulation, using Mininet and another for simulation using Python language, developed to validate the BitMatrix and all its elements. Also presents a discussion about the impact of using different hash algorithms with different inputs and finally, the result of using machine learning, to correct the error introduced by the process;

- Conclusion: contains our final remarks and future works that can be developed based on this work.
2 Technical Background

This chapter presents the related works for this project and gives an introduction about the enabling technologies used in this work.

2.1 Related Work

Monitoring network traffic is the method used to understand issues or problems within a network environment. In order to understand, prevent and resolve issues, there are numerous methods available for traffic monitoring. The study and research of monitoring network traffic evolved due to the increase in traffic over the years. By monitoring, we can extract relevant information for performing network management tasks such as attack and anomaly detection (MATHEW; KATKAR, 2011; ZHANG, 2013), forensic analysis (XIE et al., 2005) and engineering of traffic (BENSON et al., 2011; FELDMANN et al., 2001).

Metrics at different levels are required for each management task, such as flow size distribution (KUMAR et al., 2004), heavy hitters (BENSON et al., 2011), or changes in the pattern of traffic detection (SCHWELLER et al., 2004), according to what we want to achieve. At a high level, there are two classes of techniques for obtaining performance metrics.

The first is traffic measurement using counters. The most widely used monitoring protocol for this purpose is the Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) (CASE J. D.; DAVID, 1990). SNMP collects real-time performance indicator values and maintains an in-memory database with this information available for queries, furthermore, it can send alarms when an indicator threshold is reached.

The second class of techniques involves two approaches to estimate the traffic metrics. The first approach is based on generic flow monitoring, typically using some protocol to collect traffic samples to estimate these metrics. Among the most popular protocols are NetFlow (CLAISE, 2004) and SFlow \(^1\). Although generic flow monitoring is sufficient to monitor traffic in general, previous work has shown the low accuracy of this technique in generating more granular metrics (DUFFIELD; LUND; THORUP, 2005; ESTAN; VARGHESE, 2001; RAMACHANDRAN et al., 2008). The limitations of sampling methods have led to an alternative sketching approach, where real-time algorithms and compact data structures are designed to generate specific metrics (BRAVERMAN et al., 2015; ESTAN; VARGHESE, 2001; RAMACHANDRAN et al., 2008; KRISHNAMURTHY

---

\(^1\) SFlow is a sampling technology for monitoring network traffic. - Available at: http://www.sflow.org/ - Accessed 08/06/2019.
While research in sketching and data streaming areas make a significant contribution, in the long run, it is impossible to sustain the continued creation of dedicated purpose algorithms. The need to support new metrics demands the development of new algorithms, as well as hardware and languages that support them. Tools like OpenSketch (YU; JOSE; MIAO, 2013) and SCREAM (MOSHREF et al., 2015) provide libraries that reduce implementation effort and provide efficient resource allocation. However, they do not address the fundamental need to create new sketches for each task. Also, the fact that sketches are implemented on demand according to the set of metrics we want to monitor creates blind spots on the metrics not monitored. Recently, UnivMon (LIU et al., 2016) presented a proposal for a framework that reconciles generality and high fidelity for a broad spectrum of monitoring tasks, and the FlexSketchMon that introduces a novel data plane architecture for collecting traffic flow statistics and provide flow aggregations for monitoring applications (WELLEM et al., 2019). The work presented here focused on a lightweight sketches structure, named BitMatrix, able to cover a wide range of metrics generation, using the intelligence provided by the control plane.

From the environment perspective, monitoring sketches can be implemented in software defined networks (SDN), where the responsible processing and population are the controllers (HUANG et al., 2017; SHAHBAZ et al., 2016), as well as through the use of packet-oriented languages such as P4 (BOSSHART et al., 2014). There are enough implementations with complex algorithms (HUANG et al., 2017; SIVARAMAN et al., 2015; KIM et al., 2015; DANG et al., 2016), in addition to UnivMon, which is the first published work in monitoring using sketches and implemented in P4 language. Table 1 shows the main works related to this project.

### 2.2 Sketches

Sketch is the most common name existing in literature for describing data structure. By definition, sketches are a compact data structure used in streaming algorithms to store and summarize traffic statistics (DIMITROPOULOS; HURLEY; KIND, 2008). Different from the traditional traffic measurement techniques, as Netflow (CLAISE, 2004) and Sflow (SFLOW-RT, 2019), this data structure offers a fine-grained measurement not only sampling packets from traffic but processing every packet forwarded in the network, making very effective usage of the memory and with provable tradeoffs of memory and accuracy (YU; JOSE; MIAO, 2013; CORMODE; MUTHUKRISHNAN, 2005; ESTAN; VARGHESE, 2003; HUANG; LEE, 2015; MITZENMACHER; PAGH; PHAM, 2014; SCHWELLER et al., 2004).

There are restrictions when implementing sketches in traditional devices, as vendors
## 2.2 Sketches

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Work</th>
<th>Citation</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
<th>Methodology</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MicroTE</td>
<td>(MATHEW; KATKAR, 2011)</td>
<td>Traffic engineering, Heavy Hitters</td>
<td>OpenFlow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpenWatch</td>
<td>(ZHANG, 2013)</td>
<td>Anomaly detection</td>
<td>OpenFlow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lossy Data Structure</td>
<td>(KUMAR et al., 2004)</td>
<td>Traffic engineering</td>
<td>Sketchs, trace analyses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reversible Sketches</td>
<td>(SCHWELLER et al., 2004)</td>
<td>Pattern of traffic detection</td>
<td>Sketchs, trace analyses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FlexSample</td>
<td>(RAMACHANDRAN et al., 2008)</td>
<td>Anomaly detection, traffic mon.</td>
<td>Sketchs, trace analyses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sketch-based Chg Detect.</td>
<td>(KRISHNAMURTHY et al., 2003)</td>
<td>Anomaly detection</td>
<td>Sketchs, trace analyses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpenSketch</td>
<td>(YU; JOSE; MIAO, 2013)</td>
<td>Anomaly detection, traffic mon.</td>
<td>NetFPGA, sketchs, trace ana.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scream</td>
<td>(MOSHREF et al., 2015)</td>
<td>Traffic engineering</td>
<td>Sketchs, trace analyses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UnivMon</td>
<td>(LIU et al., 2016)</td>
<td>Flow monitoring</td>
<td>P4, sketchs, trace analyses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FlexSketchMon</td>
<td>(WELLEM et al., 2019)</td>
<td>Flow monitoring</td>
<td>Sketchs, traffic mon., NetFPGA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 1 – Main works in the area*
would need to re-engineer their programmable ASIC to deploy a specific sketch function, for this reason, sketches were not widely deployed in the past. With the advent of programmable devices and soft-switches, many sketch-based solutions began to emerge, especially given the low overhead in the packet processing pipeline and the low memory usage, when compared to flow-based counters (HUANG; LEE, 2015). However, contrary the common sense, analyses from HUANG et al., shows that a sketch-based solution in software can consume substantial computing resources, causing overload in the CPU, given that sketches are only primitives and often requires additional extensions and components incurring in a heavy load in CPU, especially during traffic bursts in the data plane.

Some examples of measurement solutions implemented using sketches are heavy hitter detection (BANDI et al., 2007), traffic change detection (SCHWELLER et al., 2004), flow size distribution estimation (KUMAR et al., 2004), global iceberg detection (Guanyao Huang et al., 2009), and fine-grained delay measurement (SANJUàS-CUXART et al., 2011). Furthermore, sketches have many applications in networking problems, specifically, in estimating the flow-size distribution of traffic streams (KUMAR et al., 2004; ZHANG et al., 2004), in identifying anomalies (KRISHNAMURTHY et al., 2003; SCHWELLER et al., 2004; LI et al., 2006).

Sampling techniques to reduce the necessary memory resources and the processing overhead were addressed by GIBBONS; MATIAS, DEMAINÉ; LóPEZ-ORTIZ; MUNRO, and KAMIYAMA; MORI, for identifying heavy hitters. As a trade, sampling techniques typically present lower accuracy. Moreover, several other studies for related problems, such as data streaming algorithms for finding sources and destinations, communicating with other distinct destinations or sources (ZHAO et al., 2005), and algorithms for the distributed version of the top-k problem, to minimize communication overhead between vantage points for finding the globally $k$ most frequent elements (BABCOCK; OLSTON, 2003).

In this work, we used a simple data structure, named BitMatrix to store digested packets using a unique bitmap, and its bytes using a counter array, segmented by a tenant. This storing process results in several datastreams, that are processed in background, to produce several network traffic statistics.

### 2.3 Software Defined Networks

In a traditional network, devices operate independently, holding management and configuration functions on themselves. Each device is built to perform a specific function in the network such as packet switching, routing and deep packet inspection. They process packets according to instructions configured into the device or received through the network, via a dedicated protocol or distributed algorithm. Indeed, network devices process packets
based on information from many sources with different mechanisms, in an autonomous way. The control information and the hardware and software elements responsible for its exchange constitutes the control plane in the network. The data plane is the set of hardware and software elements in the path of data packets. In the distributed network model the control plane and the data plan are independent for each device and are composed of proprietary hardware and software elements, designed to a specific function in the network, as shown in Figure 1. As each vendor has different concepts and different operational systems, configuring, debugging and troubleshooting those devices can be a challenge for network operators. Moreover, as the devices are task-oriented, the ability to change their packet processing behaviour, for implementing new solutions, is limited.

![Figure 1 – Example of a traditional distributed network model, showing network devices executing application function, control and data planes.](image)

The SDN paradigm creates a separation between the control plane and data plane functions in a network devices’ software and hardware perspective. Figure 2 presents the SDN network model. In the data plane, resides only packet processing abstractions, which is used by the control plan to define the packet processing behaviour for the data plane devices. Data plane, in SDN terminology are often referred as forwarding devices and are enabled with SDN technology like OpenFlow (MCKEOWN et al., 2008), ForCES (Forwarding and Control Element Separation) (HALPERN et al., 2010), POF (Protocol-oblivious Forwarding) (SONG, 2013) and P4 (BOSSHART et al., 2014).

A centralized control plane offers control and management for all data plane devices in the network. The element that provides a logically centralized control plane is the SDN controller. It provides control APIs to connect to network devices and control their packet processing behaviour, using the configuration and management protocols mentioned above. Those protocols provide standard open interfaces to manage data plane network devices. This control and data plane separation model make the network data plane devices open to change their packet processing behaviour even after deployment.

P4 language extends the SDN concepts by enabling network devices not only to
have their packet processing behaviour controlled, but also to program them. It allows to parse the packet to obtain required fields, process the parsed fields and deparse the packet using the processed fields.

2.4 P4 Language

P4 is a high-level language used for expressing how a hardware or software network device, such as network interface card, switch or any other network function appliance, will process packets on its pipeline. It is based on a model divided into ingress and egress pipelines, which consists of a parser, a set of match+action tables and a deparser. The parser will create fields based on headers’ definitions for each incoming packet. Tables perform a lookup using a set of header fields for a match and apply corresponding actions, expressed on each table. Figure 3 diagram shows the P4 model.
P4 is a protocol-independent language and allows expressing any forwarding plane protocol, specifying the following for each element:

- **Header and Parser:** Headers will describe the layout of fields in a packet, providing names to be referenced later in the code. Fields in a header are defined in a structure describing fields belonging to the header and their length, in bits. The parser will use this definition structure to create a header instance parsing each header field in the packet sequentially, according to the number of bits in header definitions for each field. Headers can also define metadata instances, which are registers maintained during the packet processing mainly for controlling purposes, as holding the port number that the egress pipeline should use to forward the packet processed to the next hop.

- **Match and Action:** These tables contain rules defining the exact set of fields that should be examined to find a match on the header fields that were extracted from the parser and execute user-defined actions. In case of no matches are found, the default action for the table will be applied. Actions can create or modify header fields, select output ports or drop the packet. Tables are empty when the target starts and the population happens by using a target specific API at runtime. The P4 specification does not define any specific API to be used for this task, leaving it open to vendors to define.

- **Pipelines and Queues:** The match and action process will compose the ingress and egress pipelines and will generate an egress specification to determine the port that each packet will be sent, creating a queue. This egress queue may buffer packets when an output port is overloaded. The metadata `egress_spec` is used to specify the port destination of a packet. This metadata indicates the queue to be used with each destination and may represent a physical or logical port, or even a multicast group. After all processing in the egress pipeline, the packet instance’s header is deparsed and the resulting packet is transmitted.

Devices that are able to compile P4 programs are called targets. The target will provide a framework for implementation, a P4 compiler and an API for managing the behaviour of data plane objects from the control plane. In this work, we used the Behavioral Model version 2 (BMv2) target, which uses the Thrift API for runtime interactions.

### 2.4.1 BMv2 - Behavioural Model version 2

The Behavioural Model version 2 (BMv2) is a framework, developed in C++, allowing P4 programming, and acting as a software switch. The project is committed to implementing full support for P4 specifications and being architectural independent. Three
different targets can be implemented using this framework: `simple_router`, `l2_switch` and `simple_switch`. In this work, we used the `simple_switch`, which is widely used to test and deploy different P4 features for most users. This target is equivalent to the abstract switch model described in the P4 specifications (The P4 Language Consortium, 2017).

The main components for the BMv2 framework are the following:

- **P4 Compiler**: There are two P4 compilers available for BMv2: the p4c-bm, which is the legacy compiler, supporting only sources written in P4_14 language version and the p4c. The p4c is the recommended compiler to be used, and it offers support for P4 version 14 and 16 programs.

- **Runtime Interface**: Each BMv2 instance runs a Thrift RPC server that the command line interface `runtime_CLI.py` can access to populate tables, read and write information on counters, meters and registers. The CLI uses Python’s cmd command and supports auto-completion. This interface is used in this work to collect the BitMatrix information from the BMv2 switch.

- **Debbuger**: The BMv2 also has a debugger component that enables event logging, using the Python nanolog library. The debug feature needs to be enabled when compiling the BMv2 and can be used to display event of significance, such as table hits/misses and parse transitions, for each packet.

The BMv2 workflow is simplistic. The P4 program is compiled to a JSON representation by the p4c compiler. The BMv2 loads this JSON file and initialize its data structures resulting in the desired switching behaviour. Figure 4 shows the `simple_switch` architecture. The ingress_thread is responsible for receiving the packet from the switch ports and executing the specified ingress pipeline. Then, it forwards the packets to an egress thread, which is responsible for the egress pipeline. Finally, the packet is delivered to the transmit thread and transmitted to the output port.

### 2.5 Mininet

Mininet is a Python-based framework that allows creating a complete emulated network of switches, Openflow switches, controllers, hosts and links in a virtual environment. Mininet uses process abstraction to create virtualization to run network elements on a single machine, using its OS kernel. Using Linux virtualization features, it provides exclusive processes with isolated network interfaces, routing and ARP tables. Linux traffic control can limit the bandwidth for links to manage the traffic to a specific rate. Each emulated
host can have one or more exclusive network interfaces. The Linux Bridge or the Open vSwitch (PFaffen et al., 2015) is used to switch packets across host and switches interfaces.

Mininet is mostly used to develop experiments with OpenFlow and SDN systems. In this work, we used a modified version of Mininet to support the BMv2 soft switch for tests. This version was initially created to be used in P4 tutorials, and we adapted it to run the environment for our experiments. The Appendix A.2 Mininet modifications for P4 network emulation shows the modifications done in the original code.
3 BitMatrix

In this chapter, we describe in detail the BitMatrix paradigm, exposing its conception, implementation and statistics that can be generated from information provided from it.

3.1 Architecture

A bitmap vector, in this context, is a sequence of bits with a fixed length, as shown in Definition 3.1. Thus, each bit position will create an index for the bitmap, making it possible to refer to a specific position by using this index. The bitmap vector was used to store each packet processed by a network device. To determine which index position a packet should occupy, we use a hash function.

\[ \text{bitmap} = \{\text{bit}_1, \text{bit}_2, \text{bit}_3, \ldots, \text{bit}_n\} \]  (3.1)

The packet’s fields, used as input for the hash algorithm, must be able to represent the packet uniquely and may not change across hops during the forwarding process. The hash will be calculated using the invariant portion of the packet and the first 8 bytes of the payload - TCP, UDP or another subsequent layer - if present. IP fields modified during the packet forwarding across the network are not used as input as this would result in a different hash for the same packet along its path. According to Snoeren, the first 28 invariant bytes of a packet, are sufficient to differentiate almost all non-identical packets (SNOEREN et al., 2001).

With each packet represented by a hash, the bitmap vector was used to store packets, by setting the index bit corresponding to the hash to one. Initially, the bitmap has all positions set to zero, and then, for each packet processed, one position, defined by the hash algorithm, is set to one. In this way, every time a packet is processed, it will generate a hash number and will change the value of the bit in the position corresponding to the hash value to 1. In case of the bitmap vector has fewer positions than the hash value, a modulo function needs to be used to adjust the corresponding index to that packet.

Algorithm 1 demonstrates the procedure used to process a packet, generate a hash, and determine the corresponding position for that packet in the bitmap vector.
Algorithm 1 Bitmap vector packet store algorithm

1: procedure Bitmap vector population
   Input: First 28 invariant bytes of the packet
   Output: Corresponding bitmap vector position set to 1
2:   hash_value = hash_function(i)
3:   if hash_value > bitmap_length then
4:     bitmap_position = mod(bitmap_length, hash_value)
5:   else
6:     bitmap_position = hash_value
7: end if
8: bitmap[bitmap_position] = 1
9: end procedure

Furthermore, an counter array sketch is used to store the total length of the packet processed. It will use the same hash code calculated for the bitmap, to store the packet length in the counter array. In this way, it is possible to recover the total length of the packet by using the index from the bitmap sketch.

3.1.1 Muti-tenant Environment

The use of the bitmap vector, however, is limited to store packets indistinctly and does not allow any segmentation, as it is composed of a single vector. In a multi-tenant environment, it may be desired to use one bitmap vector to store packets for each tenant using the network. Instead of using several vectors individually, we proposed a bitmap matrix, that we called BitMatrix, and it is represented in Definition 3.2.

\[
\text{BitMatrix} = \{\text{bitmap}_1, \text{bitmap}_2, \text{bitmap}_3, \ldots, \text{bitmap}_n\} \quad (3.2)
\]

The BitMatrix is a group of bitmap vectors, used to store packets in a segmented manner, as shown in Figure 5. The main benefit of this method is that it is still possible to segment the packet storage using a single probabilistic structure. This segmentation can happen in different ways, such as per sub-net, per layer three protocol, or layer four port, although for a multi-tenant network, we are using a per tenant segmentation approach, where every packet originated by a specific tenant, identified by the packet source IP address, will be stored in the same bitmap vector in the BitMatrix.

The number of bitmaps in the BitMatrix will depend on the number of tenants monitored in the network. The number of tenants will determine how many bits the BitMatrix will use in each position, as it will use one bit per bitmap per position. From another perspective, a BitMatrix storing several bits on a position will create an integer number that represents the position bits. e.g., Consider that a BitMatrix is composed of four bitmaps. Consequently, it has four bits for every position. The first bit, for the
3.2 Monitoring Architecture

The monitoring process used in this work aims to determine:

bitmap\textsubscript{1}, second bit for the bitmap\textsubscript{2}, third bit for the bitmap\textsubscript{3} and fourth bit for the bitmap\textsubscript{4}. Each position of the BitMatrix has a single value that can vary from zero, if there is no packet stored in that position for any bitmap - [0000], to 15, if all bitmaps have packets stored in the same position - [1111].

Thus, for the storing procedure, it is not enough to determine the position that the packet will be stored in the BitMatrix but also, what bitmap to use. The bitmap\textsubscript{1}, from the previous example, will store packets in the first bit of the position, so the value is 1 - [0001]. The bitmap\textsubscript{2}, will store packets in the second bit of the position, so the value is 2 - [0010]. Hence, it is not possible only write this value in the BitMatrix position, as it would delete a previous value stored in the same position, and consequently the packet previously stored in another bitmap. Instead, the logical disjunction operator (OR) is used, avoiding any loss of packets previously stored from other bitmaps.

Algorithm 2 shows the procedure for storing packets in the BitMatrix on its different bitmaps.

Using the described technique is possible to segment the packets stored in a BitMatrix by creating a process to distinguish different tenants. In this work, we are identifying different tenants by using the source IP address of the packet. In this way, it is possible to identify which tenant originated the stored packet.

Figure 5 – The BitMatrix is a group of $n$ bitmap vectors.
Algorithm 2 BitMatrix packet store algorithm

1: procedure BitMatrix vector population
   Input: First 28 invariant bytes of the packet
   Output: Corresponding bit in the BitMatrix associated position set to 1
2: hash_value = hash_function(i)
3: if hash_value > BitMatrix_length then
4:   BitMatrix_position = mod(BitMatrix_length, hash_value)
5: else
6:   BitMatrix_position = hash_value
7: end if
8: BitMatrix_Stored_Value = BitMatrix[BitMatrix_position]
9: if bitmap = bitmap_1 then
10:   BitMatrix_value = 1 [0001]
11: else if bitmap = bitmap_2 then
12:   BitMatrix_value = 2 [0010]
13: else if bitmap = bitmap_3 then
14:   BitMatrix_value = 4 [0100]
15: ... 
16: else
17:   BitMatrix_value = m
18: end if
19: BitMatrix[BitMatrix_position] = BitMatrix_Stored_Value OR BitMatrix_value
20: end procedure

- How many unique packets crossed the network.
- What were their origin and destination.
- What were the network devices responsible for routing those packets.

The BitMatrix, allied with the network topology information, is sufficient to perform the proposed monitoring and further analysis.

We deployed an identical BitMatrix on every device in the network. In this way, we will have the same packet stored precisely in the same position in the BitMatrix, on each device responsible for forwarding it across the network. On a fixed period, we collect the BitMatrix with all packets stored on it. The number of packets processed in a specific device, per tenant and in total can be obtained by analyzing the information from the BitMatrix.

The number of packets processed in a specific device can be obtained by summing bits, which represent packets, stored in the BitMatrix. The number of packets counted in the BitMatrix will always be less than the number of packets processed by the device, given the probability of a hash collision to happen, as exposed in Section 3.3 Caveats and Limitations. To estimate the number of packets for a specific tenant, it is needed to select...
the correspondent bitmap to that tenant inside the BitMatrix, and then, perform the sum. The total number of packets processed by a device, can be estimated by counting the number of bits stored in the whole BitMatrix. Assuming that all packets from tenant A were stored in the bitmap1, the Equation 3.3 represents the total number of packets sent from tenant A.

\[ \text{Total of packets from } tenant_A = \sum bitmap_1 \quad (3.3) \]

Equation 3.4 expresses the total amount of packets processed by the network device from where the BitMatrix was collected.

\[ \text{Total processed packets} = \sum BitMatrix \quad (3.4) \]

To obtain the number of unique packets processed in the network, per tenant and in total, we used a logical disjunction in the tenant related bitmaps collected from BitMatrices across the network devices, in the same time frame. The logical operator OR will avoid counting the same packet more than once. The Expression 3.5 shows the sum of the bits resulting from the logical disjunction of all bitmaps correspondent to tenant A, collect from all BitMatrices across the network. The notation is: bitmap\text{Tenant,BitMatrix}. The total number of unique packets processed in the network can be obtained by summing the total number of unique bits per tenant.

\[ \text{Total of unique packets of } tenant_A = \sum \{ bitmap_{A,1} \lor bitmap_{A,2} \lor \ldots \lor bitmap_{A,n} \} \quad (3.5) \]

The packet’s tenant source can be determined according to the bitmap in which the packet is stored, as each bitmap corresponds to one tenant. The destination of the packet is defined by analyzing which network devices stored the same packet. This is where the network topology knowledge becomes necessary. Thus, it is possible to create a traffic matrix based on that information.

### 3.3 Caveats and Limitations

Even using the invariant bytes of a packet for hash calculation, it is possible that two hashes with different parameters result in the same value. This occurrence is called hash collision and creates a gap between the number of packets actually forwarded by the network device and the total number of positions marked in the bitmap. There are three main factors that can cause variation in the number of hash collision in the proposed scenario: a) the size of the bitmap or, in other words, the number of positions available in
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the vector; b) the occupation of the bitmap when marking a new position; c) the type of the hash function used to generate the hash value.

The size of the bitmap and the size of the hash value are related, in a sense that there is no point in setting a bitmap with more positions than a hash value. Positions beyond the maximum hash value will never be used. Nevertheless, setting a bitmap smaller than the maximum hash value will demand a modulo operation, using the bitmap size and the resulted hash value to determine the offset for the present packet. For example, in a given bitmap with 100 possible positions and a hash algorithm that returns a value between 1 and 1000, suppose that for the first packet the hash operation returned a value of 20. Thus, the marked position in the bitmap is position 20. For the next packet, the hash operation returns a value of 320. Once the returned value is bigger than the bitmap size, there is a need for performing the modulo operation to determine the bitmap position for this packet, which will result in position 20, causing a hash collision. And finally, but also important, we need to consider the bitmap occupancy. It is clear that the more occupied is a bitmap, bigger are the chances of a hash collision. Later in this work, in Chapter 6 Tests and Results, Section 6.1 P4 implementation using Mininet, Subsection 6.1.4 Collisions versus Occupation Tests, we discuss the relation between the bitmap occupancy and the number of hash collisions and the results of the usage of different hash algorithms.
4 Monitoring Framework

In this chapter, we describe the framework proposed for monitoring the traffic in a data center. We also discuss some example analyses that can be performed, and how to create a network traffic matrix, using the information provided by this framework.

4.1 Framework Architecture

The framework consists of four main components: data structures - sketches, collector and controller component, database and a query and presentation component. Figure 6 presents an overview of the complete architecture.

![Figure 6 – The proposed framework architecture for the project, showing the interaction between its components.](image_url)

The next paragraphs describe in detail each component of the proposed framework for this project.

**Data Structures - Sketches:** We implemented two types of data structures: an array of bitmaps, named BitMatrix in this context, intended to store each packet processed, segmented by a tenant which originated the packet, and a counter array, to store the number of bytes corresponding to each packet. The counter array will use the same hash
generated for BitMatrix, in order to determine the position in the structure that the device must add the bytes of the packet processed.

Due to the time constraint to collect the bitstreams generated by these structures, we implemented a redundant pair of sketches in an active-standby fashion. We explain in more detail its operation in the collector and controller component description.

**Collector and Controller component:** The primary function of this component is to collect the bitstream, which contains information from packets processed, and stores it out of the network device. Once had the bitstream collected, this component will reset the structure in the device, and the device will start to store new packets information on it. However, this process incurs in an issue, caused by the fact that network device process packets uninterruptedly and the collector component should take some time to perform the bitstream collection and reset the structure to make it ready to restart storing information of new packets. This lapse of time creates a gap where all packets forwarded by the device during that time, will not be stored in the data structure.

To overcome this obstacle, we created the previously mentioned active-standby redundant pair of sketches. The active sketch is the one in current use for storing information of the packet processing, and the standby sketch is an idle sketch ready to get into operation. The Collector and Controller mechanism, after a predefined interval of time, from now on referred to as the epoch, performs an active-standby switchover, making the hitherto active sketches available to have its information collected, as the device will not store any more information into it. After the component performs the collection, it resets the sketches, now in a standby state, making it ready to get into operation when the next epoch starts.

After the Collector and Controller component has retrieved the bitstream from the sketches, it will parse and store this information in the database. The component will include meta-data for the bitstream, as the time and date for collection, network device information from where the component collected the bitstream and correspondent tenant.

**Database:** In this work, the relational database PostgreSQL was used to store the information produced by the sketches and parsed by the Collector and Controller component. Once stored, the information becomes available to be queried as needed. In Table 2 the data dictionary for the table used in database to store the bitstream information is detailed.

**Query and Presentation Component:** We used the commercial analytics platform Tableau to retrieve sketches information from the database and present relevant key performance indicators (KPIs) to support decision making in network traffic engineering. Many other tools could be used, such as MicroStrategy or Microsoft Excel. Tableau was selected due to our familiarity with the tool and the grant for a student licence from Tableau. We can use the indicators to create the following insights:
4.2. Network Traffic Monitoring per Tenant

The network traffic monitoring approach, adopted for this work, uses compact probabilistic structures, also known as sketches, to store traffic information of packets forwarded across the network. Based on sketches, we created an array of bitmaps called BitMatrix to store packets processed by the network device, using a different bitmap to store packets originated by each tenant. From the BitMatrix, we can extract estimated measurements based on packets information. We also used a counter array sketch per tenant, to store the packet length information and then to be able to estimate the volume of the network traffic.

To better explain the network traffic monitoring process, we described it step by step, including packet processing and forwarding, sketches’ information collection and the different analyses performed.

4.2.1 Network Device Packet Processing

Every time the network device receives a new packet, it parses the packet header to create a list of header fields that hash function will use as input to process and obtain the hash correspondent to the packet. The packet header fields used as input for the hash algorithm must uniquely represent the packet across all devices in the network, for that, the list will include only header fields that do not change across the hops in the forwarding
path. Thus, the input list for the hash algorithm excludes the following information from
the packet headers: Time To Live (TTL), Differentiated Services Code Point (DSCP),
Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN) and Checksum. The following fields from the
packet header are used to compute the hash: Version, Internet Header Length (IHL), Total
Length, Identification, Flags, Fragment Offset, Protocol, Source Address and Destination
Address. Additionally, as part of the input list, the first 8 bytes of the IP payload was also
included.

There are numerous hashing algorithms that a network device can use to process
these fields and output a hash number representing the packet. We tested different
techniques and hashing algorithms, as discussed in Section 6.2.1 Hash Algorithms and
Packet headers Selection. In summary, the main concern is to make sure that the hashing
algorithm used can generate a number bigger or equal to the BitMatrix length. Otherwise,
the BitMatrix will never use the positions indexed above the hash generated number. e.g.
If the network device uses the Fletcher-16 checksum hash algorithm, the output will never
be higher than $2^{16}$ or 65,536. If the BitMatrix length is bigger than this value, it will never
use those positions above that value.

Taking this into consideration, the hashing algorithm will generate a number, that
will be used by the device to set the correspondent position for the tenant in the BitMatrix.
Also, the device will use the same hash number to determine a position in the tenant’s
counter array. Once the position is defined, the device will sum the value from the Total
Length packet header to the value in that position of the counter array.

Next, the network device will forward the packet, based on its forwarding table.
The network device will change the frame header to reflect the new layer 2 addresses
(source and destination MAC addresses) and forward it using the appropriate network
interface to the next hop in the network, which will repeat the process described here
hop by hop, until the packet reaches its final destination, according to its IP destination
address.

### 4.2.2 Collection and Control

The Collector and Controller component starts the BitMatrix and counter array
collection process, for all network devices at the same time, aiming to achieve some degree
of synchronism for the collection. Synchronism in the collecting process is desired to assure
that all sketches have stored packets forwarded in the same epoch, in all network devices.
Even though, packets in a forwarding process across the network, in the moment of the
collection, will not be stored in all network devices because it is not delivered yet. This
packet will be stored on the network devices that has already processed it, but not in
those devices on the next hops, as the packet has not reached them at that moment.
In a network, real-time traffic processing, sketches collection and reset is a challenging task. This process would take a short time to execute, even so, during its execution, packets are continuing to be processed on the network device, and will not be stored in the BitMatrix. Depending on the time spent for the collection, those lost packets may introduce even more errors in the measurements. In order to avoid this, as previously stated, we use a pair of BitMatrix for every network device, in an active-standby fashion. This architecture changes the collection process introducing a control layer on it. The control will make the standby BitMatrix take over the active one. This action will make the BitMatrix available to be collected without any losses of packets, as the network device will be storing packets in the other BitMatrix instance. After collection, the standby BitMatrix is reset and made available to switch over to active again when the next collection occurs. The same mechanism is also used for the counter array sketch control and collection.

The period for collection will vary mainly to assure that the BitMatrix is not saturated, as discussed in Chapter 6 Tests and Results, Section 6.1 P4 implementation using Mininet, Subsection 6.1.4 Collisions versus Occupation Tests. Once it is a probabilistic structure, there is the possibility to occur a hash collision, making the device trying to store a packet in an already occupied position in the BitMatrix. The chances of a collision to happen increases as the BitMatrix gets more occupied along the time. Ideally, the collection frequency should happen often enough to avoid the saturation of the BitMatrix. Other factors that will directly impact the occupancy are the BitMatrix length and the number of packets processed per second on the device. The BitMatrix length and the period of the collection are the parameters that can be manipulated to keep the BitMatrix occupancy at an acceptable level.

### 4.2.3 Parse and Storage

Once collected, the BitMatrix data runs through a parsing process, to extract the bitstream corresponding to every tenant stored in there. In a raw state, the BitMatrix data will look like a counter array, as each position contains many bits, indeed, one for each tenant to store a packet. The parsing process will extract from BitMatrix data, the bitstream for every tenant individually. Figure 7 demonstrates the parsing process of a BitMatrix that was designed to store information for four tenants.

In Figure 7, the phases of the parse and store processes are exposed in letters A to D; phase A is the BitMatrix collection phase. For this process, the collector and controller component will connect to the network device and retrieve the bitstreams from the BitMatrix, storing it locally, in memory. Phase B is the conversion of the decimal values from BitMatrix to binary values. The next phase, C, is when the parsing happens dividing the BitMatrix into bitmaps, one for each tenant; T1, T2, T3 and T4. In this example, we are using four tenants to simplify, but a BitMatrix can scale to accommodate
4.2.4 Analyses

Bitmaps can be used to estimate the volume of traffic between two observed network devices in any period during the monitoring activity. For this, it is required to retrieve the set of bitmaps collected during this interval for both devices and then compare the two sets of bitmaps. The more common bits in the same position, the more common packets have passed through these devices. If the intersection of bits in the same position is small, it is possible to conclude that few common packets have passed by these elements.

Several analyses can be done by using the tenants’ bitmaps and counter arrays stored in the database. This collection of bitmaps and counter arrays will enable us to perform network analyses by selecting and manipulating the bitmap information to create measurements, and using its metadata as dimensions. For more clarity, consider the network diagram from Figure 8.

Based on the collected bitmaps and counter arrays information, it is possible to answer the following questions, for a given period:

- How many packets were exchanged between tenant\(_A\) and tenant\(_B\)?
- What was the network device with the highest load?
- What was the link with higher throughput? Also, what was the average throughput on it?

**How many packets exchanged between tenant\(_A\) and tenant\(_B\)?** To answer this question, we will need to do two separated analysis, one to identify the packets sent from tenant\(_A\) to tenant\(_B\), and another to identify packets sent from tenant\(_B\) to tenant\(_A\).
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Figure 8 – The network diagram proposed to illustrate the analytics possibilities.

Firstly, for packets sent from tenant A to tenant B, we can infer, once knowing the network topology, that those packets are the ones present in devices number 1 and 2 but not present in devices 3 and 4. The Equation 4.1 shows the logical operations. The notation is $\text{bitmap}_{\text{tenant,router}}$.

$$\text{Total Pkts A} \rightarrow \text{B} = \sum \{ \text{bitmap}_{A,1} \land \text{bitmap}_{A,2} \land \neg \text{bitmap}_{A,3} \land \neg \text{bitmap}_{A,4} \} \quad (4.1)$$

Secondly, we will use the same logic to calculate packets sent from tenant B to tenant A, now using the bitmaps associated with tenant B. Equation 4.2 shows these logical operations.

$$\text{Total Pkts B} \rightarrow \text{A} = \sum \{ \text{bitmap}_{B,1} \land \text{bitmap}_{B,2} \land \neg \text{bitmap}_{B,3} \land \neg \text{bitmap}_{B,4} \} \quad (4.2)$$

Finally, to answer the question, we need to determine the total number of the packets exchanged between tenant A and tenant B. For this, we need to sum the results
from Equation 4.1 and 4.2. The Equation 4.3 shows the final result and the answer to the question.

\[
\text{Total Pkts } A \leftrightarrow B = \sum \{\text{Total Pkts } A \rightarrow B, \text{Total Pkts } B \rightarrow A\} \quad (4.3)
\]

**What was the network device with the highest load?** It is possible to determine the element with the higher load by estimating the number of packets processed for each one. To do this calculation, we need to sum the number of bits from every tenant’s bitstream. The Equation 4.4 demonstrates how to estimate the total number of packets for a device.

\[
\text{Total Pkts Dev}_1 = \sum \{\text{bitmap}_{A,1}, \text{bitmap}_{B,1}, \text{bitmap}_{C,1}, \text{bitmap}_{D,1}\} \quad (4.4)
\]

A similar process will be used to calculate the number of total packets for all other devices. Once calculated, we can sort by the total number of packets, determining what was the network device with the highest load in the network.

**What was the link with higher throughput? Also, what was the average throughput on it?** To determine what was the link with higher throughput, we need to identify what packets are present in a pair of directly connected devices. e.g. all packets present in device 1 and device 2 may have used the link \( r \) to travel from one device to another. However, it is possible to go from device 1 to device 2 through links \( t, u \) and \( s \). This is possible, but unlikely in a regular network, unless an abnormal situation has happened, like a link failure. We will not consider this likelihood for this scenario. Thus, to find the total number of packets that crossed the link, we need to sum the packets present in both devices. We can determine what packet are present in both devices by using a logical conjunction operation between both tenants corresponding bitstream. The Equation 4.5 shows the operation to find the number of packets that crossed the link \( r \).

\[
\text{Total in Dev 1 and Dev 2} = \sum \{\text{bitmap}_{A,1} \land \text{bitmap}_{A,2}, \\
\text{bitmap}_{B,1} \land \text{bitmap}_{B,2}, \\
\text{bitmap}_{C,1} \land \text{bitmap}_{C,2}, \\
\text{bitmap}_{D,1} \land \text{bitmap}_{D,2}\} \quad (4.5)
\]

The next step is to find the average throughput for each link. For this we will use the counter array created for every tenant. As discussed before, once the network device stores the packet in the BitMatrix, it uses the same index to store the total length packet header value in the tenant correspondent counter array. The counter array to be used can
be either from device 1 or device 2, as both arrays will have the packet length value for the packet. To estimate the total amount of bytes from packets that crossed the link, we will use the result of the logical conjunction operation to find what position to read values from the counter array, as the packets stored in the BitMatrix and the packet length value stored in the counter array corresponds to the same packet.

Finally, reading the total packet length value, from positions in the counter array that correspond to the packets present in both devices, we can estimate the total amount of bytes that travelled through the link by summarizing values on the specified position. To calculate the average throughput, we will need to divide the total amount of the bytes by the period we are querying, in seconds.

### 4.3 Network Traffic Matrix

Traffic Matrix, in summary, is a representation of the traffic volume exchanged between source and destination pairs. These pairs can be composed of single routers or even of networks. The traffic volume measurements are in packets or bytes. Traffic matrices are used in several network engineering processes as capacity planning, network optimization, and anomaly detection among others (TUNE; ROUGHAN, 2013).

A traffic matrix is represented by a three-dimensional model, with $i,j$-th entries representing the incoming traffic from node $i$ and outgoing traffic on the node $j$. Each entry represents the traffic volume, in packets or bytes, for the pair $i,j$ in a time interval (XIAO, 2008). Figure 9 presents an example of a traffic matrix.

![Figure 9 - An example of a traffic matrix.](image)

Using the data set from BitMatrices, generated by the network devices, it is possible to build a traffic matrix with packets or bytes measurements, employing logical operators.
Using the network diagram from Figure 8, as an example, we can create a traffic matrix using the following steps.

- The ingress in the network is determined by the packet source IP address.

- The egress can be defined by observing the peers of a specific device. Packets present in the BitMatrix of the device in question and in one or any peer device, are egressing packets. Let us take the device 3 as an example. If one packet is present in device 3 and in device 1 OR in device 4, the packet is egressing the network by the device 3, if it was not ingressed the network by the device 3. A situation where the packet is not observed in any other peer device shows that the device in question, was responsible for the ingress end the egress of that packet.

- Once determining the packets to be counted as ingressing or egressing, it is possible to retrieve their length from counter arrays. This information can be used to create a traffic matrix based on throughput.

The proposed method for creating traffic matrices, using sketches, improves network visibility by generating information near to real-time, by analyzing a small volume of data. This improvement is possible because sketches are compact structures, and they are collected often, enabling traffic matrices creation for every set collected. According to TUNE; ROUGHAN, the generation of traffic matrix will depend on the application and available measurement and 5 minutes to an hour are common choices. In our tests, we collect sketches in periods of 10 seconds to 1 minute. This short period for collection allows detecting abnormalities in network traffic, in a near real-time manner.
5 BitMatrix in P4 Language

This Chapter describes the implementation of the sketches, described in the previous sections, in P4 language. We created a multi-tenant BitMatrix to store packets and counter arrays, to store packet’s length (bytes). Also, for comparison purposes, we create counters to count the total number of packets and the sum of all packets length. In this way, it will be possible to compare the numbers from BitMatrix with those from counters.

The proposed topology is composed of two hosts, interconnected by a P4 network device. The network addresses corresponding to tenants and the IP and MAC addresses of each element can be found in Figure 10.

P4 is a declarative language that expresses how a P4 enabled network device will process and forward a packet in the network. It is divided into an ingress and egress pipeline and consists of parsing and using match+action tables to manipulate the packet. The parsing process maps the headers present in the packet and the tables perform a lookup for a specific header field and applies the corresponding action for each table. Hereafter we describe the elements present in the code and how the packet processing happens. We will highlight parts of the code, explaining the processing instructions on it. The entire code can be found in Appendix A.1 Deployment in P4 example.

The first phase of the packet processing in P4 is the parsing. The parsing process occurs according to definitions made in the header, producing a parsed representation of the packet. The Header Type P4 abstraction in lines 3 and 13 in Listing 5.1, specifies the fields within the Ethernet layer header and the IP header. In lines 11 and 31, the header instance specifies the instance of the packet header.

Listing 5.1 – Partial P4_14 code defining headers
The parser in P4 works as a finite state machine. Figure 11 represent the parse graph for the Listing 5.2, with each state transition as an edge and each state as a node. This Figure shows a header for each state.
The parser creates a parsed representation of the packet, on which match+action stages will work. Match+action may update the parsed representation by modifying a field and by changing which header instances are valid, resulting in adding and removing headers. The parsed representation holds packet headers as the match+action process updates them.

Listing 5.2 – Partial P4_14 code defining parser

```c
// parse

parser start {
    return parse_eth;
}

#define ETHERTYPE_IPV4 0x0800

parser parse_eth {
    extract(eth);
    return select(latest.etherType) {
        ETHERTYPE_IPV4    : parse_ipv4;
        default: ingress;
    }
}

parser parse_ipv4 {
    extract(ipv4);
    return ingress;
}
```
The field list declaration in Listing 5.3 specifies the header fields used for checksum calculation, from line 57 to line 67, and for the hash function, from line 71 to line 80. The fields used for hash calculation are the unvarying fields from the IP layer and the first 8 bytes of its payload.

Listing 5.3 – Partial P4_14 code defining field list definition

```p4
// field_list definitions

field_list ipv4_checksum_list {
    ipv4.version;
    ipv4.ihl;
    ipv4.diffserv;
    ipv4.totalLen;
    ipv4.id;
    ipv4.flags;
    ipv4.fragOffset;
    ipv4.ttl;
    ipv4.protocol;
    ipv4.srcAddr;
    ipv4.dstAddr;
}

field_list hash_fields {
    ipv4.version;
    ipv4.ihl;
    ipv4.totalLen;
    ipv4.id;
    ipv4.flags;
    ipv4.fragOffset;
    ipv4.protocol;
    ipv4.srcAddr;
    ipv4.dstAddr;
    ipv4.payload8B;
}
```

The Listing 5.4 is defining a different kind of header type abstraction. This time, the header type has been used to declare metadata instances. The network device uses these metadata during the packet processing to store values for BitMatrix and counter array population and for packet forwarding.

In BitMatrix, there are four metadata fields used:

- bitmatrix_idx: is used to store the position corresponding to the packet, in the
BitMatrix. This position is calculated using a modulo function with the value returned from the hash function and the BitMatrix length.

- `bitmatrix_flag`: this field stores the value read from the position determined by the `bitmatrix_idx`. This value is used to perform the logical disjunction operation with the tenant corresponding value. Then, the result of the operation will be stored in the field again, to be written in the BitMatrix later.

- `bitmatrix_tenant`: the tenant information will be stored in this field during the BitMatrix population process and will be used later to determine what counter array will be used to store the packet length, as there is one counter array structure for each tenant.

- `bitmatrix_value`: this metadata is used to store the number of bytes already stored in the counter array position, determined by the `bitmatrix_idx`, and add the packet length value to it. After this operation, the new value is written in the same position of the counter array.

The metadata used in the routing process are the following two fields:

- `nhop_ipv4`: this field will store the next hop IP address returned from the match process in the table ipv4_lpm, then, it will be used to determine what is the destination MAC address.

- `nhop_add`: will store the destination MAC address to be used in the deparse process, when sending the packet.

Listing 5.4 – Partial P4_14 code defining metadata

```p4
// defining metadata

header_type custom_metadata_t {
  fields {
    bitmatrix_idx : 16;
    bitmatrix_flag : 2;
    bitmatrix_tenant : 2;
    bitmatrix_value : 20;
  }
}

metadata custom_metadata_t custom_metadata;

header_type routing_metadata_t {
  fields {
```
In P4 language it is possible to use a primitive to perform calculation, having as input a list of fields, parsed from the packet. This calculation process is defined in Listing 5.5. The `field_list_calculation` declaration has as input, the `field_list` defined in Listing 5.3. Using this list as input for the algorithm will result in an output that can be referenced as the `field_list_calculation` name. On line 115, as an example, we can find the `field_list_calculation` name hash. This hash will be used later in this code. The `calculated_field` declaration, on line 123, uses the `ipv4_checksum` `field_list_calculation` to update the IPv4 checksum value for the packet.

Listing 5.5 – Partial P4_14 code calculation process

```p4
// field_list_calculations

field_list_calculation ipv4_checksum {
  input {
    ipv4_checksum_list;
  }
  algorithm : csum16;
  output_width : 16;
}

field_list_calculation hash {
  input {
    hash_fields;
  }
  algorithm : crc16;
  output_width : 16;
}

calculated_field ipv4.hdrChecksum {
  update ipv4_checksum if (ipv4.ihl == 5);
}
```

Counters, meters and registers are called stateful memories and maintain state for longer than one packet. Its instantiation requires memory resources on the target. The stateful memory is organized in arrays of cells, and these cells can be read or update by an action, applied by a table. The action will reference a cell from its array name and index. For sketches used in this work, we used registers to create the structure in the network
device. On line 129 from Listing 5.6, we created a register that represents the BitMatrix structure, to store packets on each position. The `width: 2` creates space to accommodate two tenants, in this case, tenantA and tenantB. And the `instance_count` represent the number of positions of the BitMatrix. Register on lines 134 and 139 are used to store the bytes from packets stored in the BitMatrix. Notice that the `instance_count`, which represents the length of the registers, are the same across all registers (8,192). This fact is because the index corresponding to a specific packet will be the same in BitMatrix and in tenant’s `counter_array`.

Listing 5.6 – Partial P4_14 code register definition

```
127  // register definitions
128
129  register bitmatrix{
130    width : 2;
131    instance_count : 8192;
132  }
133
134  register counter_array_A{
135    width : 20;
136    instance_count : 8192;
137  }
138
139  register counter_array_B{
140    width : 20;
141    instance_count : 8192;
142  }
```

Action functions are called in tables. They receive parameters from tables to perform modifications in headers and metadata in parsed representation or in the stateful memory. The values passed to these parameters are programmed into the table entry by the run time API. P4 exposes a standard set of actions that may or may not be supported by the target. A brief summary for all primitive actions can be found in (The P4 Language Consortium, 2017). Here, in Table 3, are the actions used in this P4 code example.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>API Name</th>
<th>Summary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>drop</td>
<td>Drop a packet (in the egress pipeline).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>modify_field_with_hash_based_offset</td>
<td>Apply a field list calculation and use the result to generate an offset value.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>register_read</td>
<td>Read from an indexed instance of a register and store the value into a field.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bit_or</td>
<td>Perform bitwise OR operation on two values and store in a field.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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| register_write | Write a value into an indexed instance of a register. |
| modify_field   | Set the value of a field in the packet’s parsed representation. |
| add_to_field   | Add a value to a field. |

Table 3 – Primitive Actions

The action in Listing 5.7 is the one responsible for storing the packet in the BitMatrix, in the correct position for the correspondent tenant. The parameter tenant_flag, passed to the action function, indicates what tenant generated the packet. The table is a declarative structure specifying match and action operations. In this case, the table uses the packet’s source IP address to match the tenant flag, and then invoke the action set_bitmatrix, passing the tenant_flag value to it.

In line 147, the action modify_field_with_hash_based_offset will determine what index position in the BitMatrix the packet will be stored, even in the case of the hash value returned from the hash function is bigger than the BitMatrix length. e.g., If we are using the hash function csum16, the value returned by this function can assume any value between 0 and 65,535. It will be a problem if the BitMatrix length is smaller than the hashed value. The action modify_field_with_hash_based_offset will use three parameters to calculate the hash and apply a modulo function to find the corresponding index for the packet. The first one, custom_metadata.bitmatrix_idx, will be used to save the result for the action modifying the field instance to the resulted value. The next parameter, 0, represents the base value to add to the hash value. In our case, we do not need to add any value, as the BitMatrix can store a packet in positions starting from zero. The third parameter specifies the field list calculation used to generate the hash value. In this case, the hash list name is hash. Please, refer to Listing 5.5, line 115, to verify the hash field_list_calculation declaration, and to Listing 5.3, to see the fields used in the hash calculation, in line 70. The fourth and last parameter will determine the size of the hash value range. It must be larger than 0, but can not be bigger than the BitMatrix length.

The packet store process in the BitMatrix needs to preserve the existing value for all positions, as one position will store, into a single value, packets from different tenants, one packet per bit. In order to achieve this, we perform a logical disjunction operation between the value stored in BitMatrix, in the position stored in the metadata by the modify_field_with_hash_based_offset action, and the value corresponding to the tenant in question, represented by the parameter tenant_flag. The code on line 148, is for the action register_read, which stores the value at an specific position (custom_metadata.bitmatrix_idx) from the bitmatrix register array, into another metadata field instance (custom_metadata.bitmatrix_flag) to be used in the next step, by the
The **bit_or** operation, will execute a logical disjunction operation using the value read from the BitMatrix and the **tenant_flag**. This operation will assure that the previously stored packet in the BitMatrix, will not be deleted. i.e., the **tenant_flag** is for tenantA uses the first bit of the BitMatrix position to store the packet. If there is a packet from tenantB already stored in the same position, using the second bit, the P4 action will read the value 2 (binary 10) and will perform an OR operation with the value corresponding to tenantA, which is 1 (binary 01), resulting in a new value 3 (binary 11). Therefore, the new value will be written back into the BitMatrix, representing the packets stored in that position, one in each bit. The action **register_write** is the responsible for this write process. Finally, there is a primitive action used to store the **tenant_flag** parameter value into a metadata field instance for future use in the code. Line 151, shows how the **modify_field** primitive performing this action.

Listing 5.7 – Partial P4_14 code actions

```p4
144 // actions
145 146 action set_bitmatrix(tenant_flag) {
147     modify_field_with_hash_based_offset(custom_metadata.bitmatrix_idx, 0, hash, 8191);
148     register_read(custom_metadata.bitmatrix_flag, bitmatrix, custom_metadata.bitmatrix_idx);
149     bit_or(custom_metadata.bitmatrix_flag, custom_metadata.bitmatrix_flag, tenant_flag);
150     register_write(bitmatrix, custom_metadata.bitmatrix_idx, custom_metadata.bitmatrix_flag);
151     modify_field(custom_metadata.bitmatrix_tenant, tenant_flag);
152 }
```

In Listing 5.8, the counter array used in the structure, accumulates the number of bytes processed by the network device. In P4 compilation time, the device creates one counter array per tenant. On the Listing, we can see two counter arrays, one for tenantA and another for tenantB. The primitives in each action are the same, but the counter array used to store the bytes are different. As seem in Listening 5.6, registers used for the counter array have the same length as registers defined for the BitMatrix. However, there is a difference in terms of width; while the register used for BitMatrix has a length equivalent to the number of tenants to be monitored, the register used for counter array has a fixed width of 20 bits, allowing to store up to 1,048,576 bytes. Considering that a packet will carry up to 1,500 bytes, one position in the counter array is enough to store bytes for almost 700 packets. This width is way bigger than it needs to be, and we defined it with that size to not run into the risk of overflowing the register. The width was arbitrarily
defined and should be reviewed for production use. In line 155 of the Listing 5.8, the primitives actions are used to populate the counter array for tenant \( A \). The actions will read the value existing in the position, sum the total length value from the packet header to the retrieved value, and write the result to the same position in the counter array. The `set_counter_array` selection happens in the control flow.

Listing 5.8 – Partial P4_14 code tables definitions

```
154 action set_counter_array_A() {
155     register_read(custom_metadata.bitmatrix_value, counter_array_A,
156                    custom_metadata.bitmatrix_id);
157     add_to_field(custom_metadata.bitmatrix_value, ipv4.totalLen);
158     register_write(counter_array_A, custom_metadata.bitmatrix_id,
159                     custom_metadata.bitmatrix_value);
160 }
161
162 action set_counter_array_B() {
163     register_read(custom_metadata.bitmatrix_value, counter_array_B,
164                    custom_metadata.bitmatrix_id);
165     add_to_field(custom_metadata.bitmatrix_value, ipv4.totalLen);
166     register_write(counter_array_B, custom_metadata.bitmatrix_id,
167                     custom_metadata.bitmatrix_value);
168 }
```

The other actions in Listing 5.9 are for forwarding the packet, and they will set the correct source and destination MAC addresses, according to the egress port defined for the packet. Also, the Time To Live (TTL) in the IPv4 header is decreased in 1, as per the normal forwarding packet process in any network routing device. The `drop()` primitive will cause a packet drop in the device.

Listing 5.9 – Partial P4_14 code tables definitions

```
168 action set_nhop(nhop_ipv4, port) {
169     modify_field(routing_metadata.nhop_ipv4, nhop_ipv4);
170     modify_field(standard_metadata.egress_spec, port);
171     modify_field(ipv4.ttl, ipv4.ttl - 1);
172 }
173
174 action set_dmac(dmac) {
175     modify_field(eth.dstAddr, dmac);
176 }
177
178 action rewrite_mac(smac) {
```
Tables Section specify match and action operations and other attributes. The action specification in a table designates which action functions are available to the table’s entries. The table declaration specifies a list of field matches used for matching packets. A field match can be a reference to a header, the validity bit for a header, a reference to a field, or a masked reference to a field. The returned information from the matching step is used in an action defined in the table. The table population happens in run time, and the values can be changed at any time. The logic that selects which tables are applied to a packet when a pipeline processes it, is defined in the control flow. The Listing 5.10 shows all tables for the packet processing, and in Listing 5.13 are the values used in the tables’ population.

Listing 5.10 – Partial P4_14 code tables definitions

```plaintext
modify_field(eth.srcAddr, smac);
}

action _drop() {
    drop();
}
```

```plaintext
// tables

table set_bitmatrix_table {
    reads {
        ipv4.srcAddr : lpm;
    }
    actions {
        set_bitmatrix;
    }
    size : 32;
}

table set_counter_array_A_table {
    actions {
        set_counter_array_A;
    }
    size : 1;
}

table set_counter_array_B_table {
    actions {
        set_counter_array_B;
    }
    size : 1;
}
```
Counters maintain state for longer than one packet, and they are called stateful memories. On Listing 5.11 we created counter to compare the result obtained through the sketches summarization and the byte and packet actually processed by the network device. The pkt_counter counter declares a set of counters attached to the table named set_bitmatrix_table. It allocates one counter cell for each entry in that table.

Listing 5.11 – Partial P4_14 code counter definition

```c
// counter definition

counter pkt_counter {

type: packets_and_bytes;

direct : set_bitmatrix_table;
}```
The control flow uses a sequence of tables for processing a packet. At configuration time, the control flow will express in what order the tables are to be applied. Control flow may apply tables, call other control flow functions or test conditions. The apply instruction indicates the execution of a table. The apply instruction may influence the control flow by specifying a set of control blocks from which one is selected to be executed.

The control flow on Listing 5.12 will first test if the packet is valid and if the time to live is bigger than 0, in line 255. If so, it will apply the `set_bitmatrix_table`. Next, based on the `custom_metadata.bitmatrix_tenant` value, it will apply the tenant’s corresponding counter array table. After that, all tables for the packet forwarding process are applied.

Listing 5.12 – Partial P4_14 code control

```p4
// control flow
control ingress {
  if (valid(ipv4) and ipv4.ttl > 0) {
    apply(set_bitmatrix_table);
    if (custom_metadata.bitmatrix_tenant == 1) {
      apply(set_counter_array_A_table);
    } else {
      apply(set_counter_array_B_table);
    }
    apply(ipv4_lpm);
    apply(forward);
  }
}

control egress {
  apply(send_frame);
}
```

As part of p4c compiler, the graphs backend produces a visual representation of a P4 program. This representation helps to understand the control flow, showing which conditions and tables will be applied during the packet processing on ingress and egress pipelines. Figure 12 represents the control flow commands for the ingress pipeline and Figure 13 shows the command for egress pipeline.
Tables population is a process that takes place during the run-time period. This procedure happens just after the network device has loaded the P4 code. Although, it is possible to add or delete entries anytime during the run-time period. Also, it is possible to set a default action to a table. The default action is performed when no table entry matches.
If no default action is designated, the table does not affect the packet and processing continues according to the control flow. The list of supported commands includes:

- `table_set_default <table name> <action name> <action parameters>`
- `table_add <table name> <action name> <match fields> => <action parameters> [priority]`
- `table_delete <table name> <entry handle>`

The Listing 5.13 shows the table commands used in this P4 code.

Listing 5.13 – Commands for the run-time process of table population, in the network device

```plaintext
table_set_default send_frame _drop
table_set_default forward _drop
table_set_default ipv4_lpm _drop
table_set_default set_bitmatrix_table set_bitmatrix
table_set_default set_counter_array_A_table set_counter_array_A
table_set_default set_counter_array_B_table set_counter_array_B
table_add set_bitmatrix_table set_bitmatrix_0 10.0.0.0/24 => 1
table_add set_bitmatrix_table set_bitmatrix_0 10.0.1.0/24 => 2
table_add ipv4_lpm set_nhop 10.0.0.10/32 => 10.0.0.10 1
table_add ipv4_lpm set_nhop 10.0.1.10/32 => 10.0.1.10 2
table_add forward set_dmac 10.0.0.10 => 00:04:00:00:00:00:00
`table_add forward set_dmac 10.0.1.10 => 00:05:00:00:00:00:00
`table_add send_frame rewrite_mac 1 => 00:aa:bb:00:00:01
`table_add send_frame rewrite_mac 2 => 00:aa:bb:00:00:02
```

As demonstrated, the P4 language offers enough resources to deploy a model, using sketches for traffic analysis purposes. In this deployment, we could create, populate and retrieve information from the probabilistic structures and perform analysis regarding the network traffic in a multi-tenant environment.

It is possible to create several analyses, using the datastreams generated from the probabilistic structure, offering different insights about the network, devices and links behaviour. Those analyses are fundamental for decision making during the traffic engineering process for the network, also for capacity planning, performance and tenant behaviour analysis. Although, the method exposed focused more on explaining the process of information generation and lacks parameters’ definition for deployment in a real-life network environment. Some of those parameters, and theirs factors will be discussed in Chapter 6 Tests and Results.
6 Tests and Results

This chapter is divided into two main sections. Section 6.1 outlines test and results for a P4 implementation in an adapted Mininet environment. In Section 6.3, we explore the usage of traces from real internet traffic, simulating a bigger network and running substantial more traffic on it. By the end of the chapter, in Section 6.4 we detail how we used machine learning to apply a adjusting factor to traffic statistics generated by the BitMatrix framework.

6.1 P4 implementation using Mininet

In this section, we describe the BitMatrix framework implementation using Mininet to emulate a simple network aiming to validate the results.

6.1.1 BitMatrix Tests and Methodology

The main goal for this test is to implement the BitMatrix using available commands and structures in the P4 language. To do that, the BitMatrix was implemented as a P4 register wide enough to host several bitmaps, each one used to measure traffic from a different tenant, identified by its Source IP subnetwork. The BitMatrix is used to aggregate bitmaps in order to register packets from different tenants. Tenant is defined as an external network, connected to the P4 network device. The goal is to use BitMatrix associated with counter arrays to estimate the amount of packets and bytes transmitted for each tenant and, in addition, understand the path taken by those packets inside the network. Each packet received by the P4 device computes a hash value. This value is used to determine which position will be set in the BitMatrix, according to its origin (tenant). In this way, it is possible to determine which tenant is responsible for each packet in the network.

In this proof of concept, a BitMatrix composed by three bitmaps was used. Figure 14 shows its structure of this BitMatrix. This resulted in a P4 register with a width equal to 3. Thus, it is possible to segment traffic from up to three tenants, setting different bitmaps in the BitMatrix according to which tenant originated the packet. Using a P4 table, a value for each tenant was assigned, according to its source IP network: 1 to tenant A, 2 to tenant B and 4 to tenant C. Once the hash value of each packet is computed, a modulo operation is applied to the value to determine what position should be set in the BitMatrix. This is achieved by using the P4 primitive action `modify_field_with_hash_based_offset`. As each position of the BitMatrix has three bits, we used another P4 primitive action named `bit_or` to set the correct bit in that position of BitMatrix by performing a logical OR.
operation using the current value for the selected position and the tenant value.

As an example, consider that the current value for a selected position is 4 (100 in binary). This indicates that a packet originated from tenant C has already set that position. Nevertheless, this has no impact for the same position in other bitmaps in the BitMatrix. If a packet from tenant A falls in the same position, the logical OR operation is applied using the current value in the BitMatrix (4 or 100 in binary) and the tenant A value (1 or 001 in binary), resulting in the new value 5 (101 in binary).

A P4 register was also used to create counter arrays. The usage of counter array targets to count the number of bytes transmitted for each packet. For this, the register used to create the counter array has the same length of BitMatrix, but a width large enough to avoid overflow. We used a width of 20 bits, which allows to store up to 1 Mbyte. Considering that each packet has a size of 1,500 bytes, it is enough to sum bytes from up to 699 packets, for each position. So, this can still counting bytes from packets until it reaches 700 hash collisions for that one specific position. Different from BitMatrix, the counter arrays can not be combined into an unique register. Thus, one counter array was defined for each tenant.

To continue the BitMatrix evaluation we used the results from Figure 16 and the percentage of hash collision was target to keep under 10%. The hash collision was calculated by dividing the total number of positions marked in the bit array by the number of processed packets. This approach resulted in an epoch of 60s, a bandwidth limited to 1Mbps and bitmap size of 16384 positions. The setup for this experiment was constructed using Mininet network emulator customized in order to enable P4 switch in the emulated network.

![BitMatrix structure and its bitmaps.](image-url)
network.

The topology used was composed of three hosts and four P4 switches. Each host received an IP address from a different network, emulating different tenants. The topology is presented in Figure 15.

![Figure 15 – Mininet emulated network topology with P4-enabled forwarding.](image)

The paths between tenants were arbitrarily defined as shown in Table 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tenant Pairs</th>
<th>Switches hop by hop in order</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A to B</td>
<td>sw1 - sw3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B to A</td>
<td>sw3 - sw1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A to C</td>
<td>sw1 - sw2 - sw4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C to A</td>
<td>sw4 - sw2 - sw1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B to C</td>
<td>sw3 - sw4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C to B</td>
<td>sw4 - sw3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Every packet processed by the P4 switches generates entries in its corresponding BitMatrix (instantiated in each switch). Our P4 implementation consists of processing packets for the BitMatrix and can be described in the following general steps:

- Completely parse the packet headers of Layer 2, 3, 4 and the first 8 Bytes of the payload;
- Select the packet headers to be used in the hashing algorithm;
- Determine the position in the bitmap;
• Determine the position (using the same hashing value) in the counter array to sum the total bytes of the current packet with the previous ones;

• Forward the packet to the next hop.

6.1.2 Parsing the Packet Header

Parsing the packet header in a customized fashion is a flexibility provided by P4 (BOSSHART et al., 2014). The P4 implementation used in this work enabled the P4 switch to completely parse the packet headers from layer 2 to layer 4 and also the first 8 Bytes (64 bits) of the payload. We implemented the parser for TCP, UDP and ICMP protocols. As the TCP layer usually brings optional headers, we used a variable length header to accommodate it. Ignoring TCP optional header would mislead the parsing of the payload.

The parsing of payload was done by creating one header field to receive the 8 bytes (64 bits) subsequent to the Layer 4 header. The code in Listing 6.1 is part of the P4 source code for header definition and parsing instruction and shows how packet payload was parsed.

Listing 6.1 – Partial P4_14 code defining Header and Parser

```
... 
aparser parse_ipv4 {
  extract(ipv4);
  return select(latest.protocol) {
    IP_PROTOCOLS_ICMP : parse_icmp;
    IP_PROTOCOLS_TCP : parse_tcp;
    IP_PROTOCOLS_UDP : parse_udp;
    default: ingress;
  }
}
...

parser parse_tcp {
  extract(tcp);
  return parse_payld;
}
...

header_type payld_t {
  fields {
    userdata8B : 64;
  }
}
```
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```c
header payld_t payld;

parser parse_payld {
    extract(payld);
    return ingress;
}
```

6.1.3 Hashing and Hash Inputs

To identify a packet as unique across all hops in a network, the packet’s headers used as input for the hash algorithm, must not vary during the forwarding process. Duffield and Gross-glauser (DUFFIELD; GROSSGLAUSER, 2001) define that the IPv4 fields with low entropy are those which do not vary along the forwarding path for a given packet. Then, to have a low entropy, in this work we used the invariant IPv4 header fields and the first 8 bytes of the payload as input for the hash algorithm. According to Snoeren (SNOEREN et al., 2001), those inputs are sufficient to differentiate unique packets.

The fields to be used in the hash operation for each packet are defined in the P4 `field_list` hash_fields as shown in the code of Listing 6.2.

Listing 6.2 – Partial P4 code defining input fields for hashing and the hash algorithm used.

```p4
field_list hash_fields {
    ipv4.version; // 4
    ipv4.ihl; // 4
    ipv4.totalLen; //16
    ipv4.id; //16
    ipv4.flags; // 3
    ipv4.fragOffset; //13
    ipv4.protocol; // 8
    ipv4.srcAddr; //32
    ipv4.dstAddr; //32
    paylduserdata8B; //64
}

field_list_calculation hash {
    input {
        hash_fields;
    }
    algorithm : crc16;
    output_width : 16;
}
```
6.1.4 Collisions versus Occupation Tests

Towards to determine what is the more efficient setup for the BitMatrix size and maximum occupancy to be target for it, we conducted tests using a fixed hash value size and varying the BitMatrix length and the percentage of occupancy. The hash algorithm used was the checksum 16 (csum16), which generates a value of 16 bits length. The BitMatrix tested were 2,048, 4,096, 8,192, 16,384, 32,768 and 65,536 bits length. We did not control the occupation itself, instead, we processed an amount of packets to be 5%, 10%, 25%, 50% and 100% of the BitMatrix length. The output was the occupation smaller than the amount of packets processed due the hash collision inherent to the process. The results can be observed in Figure 16.

![Figure 16 - Relation between % of collision X % of occupation.](image)

There are pros and cons on every setup. While a setup with a longer BitMatrix can provide more positions for packets, it will also demand more available memory in the device which, sometimes, can be a limiting factor. Therefore, it will demand tests and a better assessment when implementing in a production environment.

6.1.5 Retrieving and Processing BitMatrix

To understand what was the path of a certain packet, it was necessary to compare the datastreams from different devices in the network. The data to be compared need to belong to the same epoch (monitoring interval). An Epoch is the time frame in which the P4 device stored information in the BitMatrix. From time to time, the data structures need to be collected and reset. This determines the beginning of a new epoch.

The P4 switch is not in charge of collecting and storing the data structures. This task was performed by the collector and controller component, who collected the values
from the P4 registers and reset them to start a new epoch. For this experiment, the time
frame for each epoch was set to 60 seconds.

After collecting the data structures, they were stored in a database from where
they can be retrieved and processed in order to provide the information requested. By
processing the stored data from bitmaps and counter arrays, it is possible not only to
obtain information regarding the amount of packets and bytes processed by each device
per tenant, but also to identify how may packets and bytes per tenant went through a
specific path in the network.

6.1.6 Results

An interesting metric directly related to the accuracy of the method is the occupancy
of the bitmap. As demonstrated in Figure 16, the higher is the occupancy in a bitmap the
lower is its accuracy. In Figure 17, the occupancy for the bitmap corresponding to tenant
A was calculated for each epoch and plotted as a time series graphic. For this calculation,
we took the number of bits set in the bitmap divided by the bitmap total length to find
what was the bitmap occupancy for a given epoch, in percentage.

![Figure 17 – BitMatrix Occupancy and Collisions for tenant A in P4 switch 1.](image)

In Figure 18, the amount of packets per tenant can be visualized during a specific
period. This metric was a result of the sum of all set positions in the bitmap corresponding
to each tenant in the BitMatrix in each epoch.

By counting the positions with bits set to 1 from all bitmaps of the BitMatrix, we
obtain the approximated total number of packets processed by each P4 device. Figure
19 shows these numbers. This value reflects less packets than each P4 switch actually
processed due to the hash collisions.
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Figure 18 – Amount of packets per tenant in P4 switch 1.

Figure 19 – Total amount of packets per P4 switch.

The amount of bytes sent by tenants was computed by counting the total values of each position from every tenant-correspondent counter array. In Figure 20, we present the amount of bytes transmitted for each tenant computed from P4 switch 1.

The total amount of bytes processed by each P4 switch is presented in Figure 21. The total number of Bytes related to packets forwarded by a particular P4 switch is computed by counting the values from each position in every tenant’s counter array. As counter arrays indeed count the number of bytes, there is no hash collision and this result will reflect exactly the volume of bytes processed by the P4 switches.

By computing bitmaps from different network devices, it is possible to determine what was the path a packet went through in the network. In Figure 22, it is possible to see the amount of packets per minute originated by tenant A with destination to tenant B.
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Figure 20 – Amount of bytes per tenant in P4 switch 1.

Figure 21 – Total amount of bytes per P4 switch.

and packets originated from tenant B with destination to tenant A. Those metrics were calculated using logical operations with the bitmaps for tenants A and B from every P4 switch responsible for forwarding packets between those two tenants. Considering the information in Table 4, it is possible to state that packets going from tenant A to tenant B will take the path passing through P4 switch 1 and then switch 3, and packets going from tenant B to tenant A will take the reverse route, passing firstly through P4 switch 3 and finally through P4 switch 1. With this information, it was possible to estimate which packets flowed from tenant A to tenant B. To do that, we used the logical expression 

\[(\text{sw1}_A \& \text{sw3}_A) \& \neg\text{sw4}_A\]

where \(\text{sw1}_A\) is the bitmap corresponding to tenant A from P4 switch 1, \(\text{sw3}_A\) is the bitmap corresponding to tenant A from P4 switch 3, \(\text{sw4}_A\) is the bitmap corresponding to tenant A from P4 switch 4. Similar logic was used
to determine which packets sent from tenant B went through P4 switch 3 and P4 switch 1, towards tenant A. This logic indicates what position was set by packets exchanged between tenants A and B.

![Figure 22 – Amount of packets on path AB+BA.](image)

Once these positions are known, we were able to count how many bytes were involved in the data transfer between tenants A and B, as shown in Figure 23.

![Figure 23 – Amount of bytes on paths AB+BA.](image)

The amount of possibilities in terms of processing and mining the collected information is immense. Once the BitMatrix and counter array data are obtained, it is just a matter of making logic operations, counting and crossing the bitstreams to generate network information for each tenant and as a whole.
6.1.7 Contribution - New Command bm_register_read_all added to Thrift interface

The Thrift interface was used to retrieve the BitMatrix bitstreams periodically from the Behavioral Model v2 (BMv2) framework. However, when we were working in this project, the only command supported on Thrift interface, by the BMv2 was the bm_register_read. The runtime CLI bm_register_read command will read the information in the register, returning the value for one position per reading. This happens because the parameters needed for the command are the register name and the index position. Thus, if the register has 8,192 positions, to retrieve all values, we need to perform the command 8,192 times. The Listing 6.3 shows how the bm_register_read command is defined in the BMv2 context.

Listing 6.3 – bm_register_read command definition in standard.thrift code for the behavioral-model

```thrift
BmRegisterValue bm_register_read(
    1:i32 cxt_id,
    2:string register_array_name,
    3:i32 idx
) throws (1:InvalidRegisterOperation ouch)
```

Reading a register several times creates an overload in the BMv2 framework, besides to introduce a considerable delay until to retrieve all the values from a register. These issues had a negative impact when scaling the solution. By increasing the traffic, the sketches need to be increased in length, and the time for reading needs to be shorter to avoid a high level of hash collisions. At a certain point, the time for collection will be longer than the sketch epoch, making the process unfeasible.

To solve this problem, after some discussions in the P4 community group (p4-dev-request@lists.p4.org - P4-dev Digest, Vol 24, Issue 1), the support for a new command was included in the commit #419 of the Behavioral Model v2. The command bm_register_read_all was created to read all register cells in one row, using the Thrift interface. Also, a modification in the bm_register_read runtime CLI command was done, making the index optional. If it is not declared, the entire register array will be read. Listing 6.4 shows the new command introduced in the BMv2 context.

Listing 6.4 – bm_register_read_all command definition in standard.thrift code for the behavioral-model

```thrift
list<BmRegisterValue> bm_register_read_all(
    1:i32 cxt_id,
    2:string register_array_name
) throws (1:InvalidRegisterOperation ouch)
```
Tests using the new command in the scenario described in section 6.1 P4 implementation using Mininet resulted in a reduction from tenths of seconds to less than 2 seconds. Figure 24 shows time elapsed to collect the bitmaps from each element (sw1, sw2, sw3 and sw4) using the `bm_register_read` command, and Figure 25 shows time of collection when using the `bm_register_read_all` command.

Figure 24 – Time for BitMatrix collection via Thrift interface - using the command bm_register_read

Figure 25 – Time for BitMatrix collection via Thrift interface - using the command bm_register_read_all

6.2 Python Implementation

The python implementation aims to simulate network devices, executing the BitMatrix algorithm on a set of packets from real-world traffic traces. Tests described in Section 6.1 P4 implementation using Mininet were performed in a emulated environment,
using Mininet, BMv2 and iperf3 to generate traffic. The results may suffer some bias from
the traffic generation tool used. In python implementation, we used real traffic traces
from CAIDA, captured from one of the routers in Equinix datacenter in San Jose, CA,
connected to a backbone link of a Tier1 ISP between San Jose, CA and Los Angeles, CA
(http://www.caida.org/data/passive/passive_2012_dataset.xml). The dataset contains
anonymized passive traffic traces from CAIDA’s equinix-sanjose monitors on high-speed
Internet backbone links. Traffic traces were anonymized using prefix-preserving anonymiza-
tion, and the payload was removed from all packets. Traces can be read with any software
that reads the pcap (tcpdump) format. Depending on tests to be performed, we used a
different Python framework to simulate packets processing and collect information gener-
ated from this process. The following subsections expose details about each framework
used for tests and the results.

6.2.1 Hash Algorithms and Packet headers Selection

Ideally, the optimal result will happen when we don’t have any hash collision storing
packets in the sketch. However, this is not how it works in practice. Hash collisions happen
very often and it is related to several factors, such as sketch elevate level of occupation,
fragmented packets, and even for casualty. In order to verify other factors that could
contribute in raising the collision number of incidences, we performed tests using different
hash algorithms, different hash inputs and processing traffic traces from different sources.

In the sense of hash code and checksum are similar things - a numeric value,
computed for a block of data, that is relatively unique, we used four algorithms for the
tests, as follows:

Checksum 16
CRC 16
CRC 32
MD5

For checksum 16, the algorithm was programmed in Python as a function, using
the logic for calculating the checksum for a string of bits. Listing 6.5 shows the code for
the checksum calculation.

Listing 6.5 – Function definition in Python for Checksum 16 hash calculation

```python
def checksum(str_):
    str_ = bytearray(str_)
    csum = 0
    countTo = (len(str_) // 2) * 2
    for count in range(0, countTo, 2):
        thisVal = str_[count+1] * 256 + str_[count]
```
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```python
csum = csum + thisVal
    csum = csum & 0xffffffff

if countTo < len(str_):
    csum = csum + str_[-1]
    csum = csum & 0xffffffff

csum = (csum >> 16) + (csum & 0xffff)
    csum = csum + (csum >> 16)
    answer = ~csum
    answer = answer & 0xffff
    answer = answer >> 8 | (answer << 8 & 0xff00)
return answer
```

To generate the hash code using the cyclic redundancy check (CRC), we used the crcmod 1.7 package, which is a Python module for generating objects that compute the CRC. It includes a optional C extension for fast calculation, although we used its pure Python implementation. This package allows the use of any 8, 16, 24, 32, or 64 bit CRC. There is no attempt to explain how the CRC works. For the tests, we generated a Python function for the CRC 16 and 32 bits, as shown in Listing 6.6.

Listing 6.6 – Using crcmod Python library to compute the CRC hash code.

```python
def crc16_comp(str_):
    str_ = bytearray(str_)
    crc16 = crcmod.mkCrcFun(0x18005, rev=False, initCrc=0xFFFF, xorOut=0x0000)
    answer = crc16(str(str_))
    return answer

def crc32_comp(str_):
    str_ = bytearray(str_)
    crc32 = crcmod.mkCrcFun(0x104C11DB7, rev=False, initCrc=0xFFFFFFFF, xorOut=0xFFFFFFFF)
    answer = crc32(str(str_))
    return answer
```

The last hash algorithm used was the MD5 - message-digest algorithm. This module implements the interface to RSA’s MD5 message digest algorithm. First, we need to use new() method to create an md5 object and then, feed this object with arbitrary strings using the update() method, in our case the string of bits representing the selected packet headers as input for the hash function. The output will be obtained using the digest() method. As the MD5 algorithm generates an output of 128 bits, we decided to use only the first 4 octets of the output as the hash code. Listing 6.7 presents the implementation of the MD5 algorithm.
Listing 6.7 – Using MD5 - message-digest algorithm Python module to obtain the MD5 hash code.

```python
def md5_comp(str_):
    str_ = bytearray(str_)
    m = md5.new()
    m.update(str(str_))
    answer = int("0x" + m.hexdigest()[:4],16)
    return answer
```

From the perspective of packet header fields used as input for hash functions, we created three sets of fields: Set 1, Set 2 and Set 3.

The Set 1 of fields includes the unvarying header fields from the IP layer, and the first eight bytes of the layer 4 payload, counted after the layer 4 protocol header (TCP or UDP). The following fields were used as input for the hash function:

- `ipv4.version`
- `ipv4.ihl`
- `ipv4.totalLen`
- `ipv4.id`
- `ipv4.flags`
- `ipv4.fragOffset`
- `ipv4.protocol`
- `ipv4.srcAddr`
- `ipv4.dstAddr`
- First 8 bytes after TCP or UDP layer.

Another field selection was Set 2. This selection uses the same unvarying header fields from the IP layer and the first eight bytes of its payload. The payload, in this case, does not depend on the layer 4 protocol used in the packet. It will include the next 8 bytes just after the IP protocol header. The following list shows the fields used for the Set 2:

- `ipv4.version`
- `ipv4.ihl`
- `ipv4.totalLen`
- `ipv4.id`
- `ipv4.flags`
- `ipv4.fragOffset`
- `ipv4.protocol`
- `ipv4.srcAddr`
- `ipv4.dstAddr`
- Next 8 bytes after IP layer.

The last variation, Set 3, was a combination of Set 1 and Set 2 payloads. In this
list of fields, we used the same IP layer header fields, but now combining the payload from Set 1 with the payload from Set 2. This results in the fields below:

- ipv4.version;
- ipv4.ihl;
- ipv4.totalLen;
- ipv4.id;
- ipv4.flags;
- ipv4.fragOffset;
- ipv4.protocol;
- ipv4.srcAddr;
- ipv4.dstAddr;
- first 8 bytes after TCP or UDP layer;
- next 8 bytes after IP layer.

Moreover, we used traffic traces from 3 different sources to perform the analyses for all possible combinations of hash algorithms and input field selection: From CAIDA, NETRESEC and iperf3 traffic.

**CAIDA**: These traffic traces are from CAIDA’s monitors and includes anonymized data from Internet backbone links. The payload has been removed from all packets. More information can be found at http://www.caida.org/data/passive/passive_2012__-dataset.xml.

**NETRESEC**: This is a list of public packet capture repositories, which are freely available on the Internet. The trace used in tests is available in the repository Bro IDS trace files (no application layer data) at ftp://ftp.bro-ids.org/enterprise-traces/hdr-traces05/.

**iperf3**: This traffic trace was from traffic generated in a local network between two hosts running iperf3.

The methodology used for this test consisted of calculate the hash code, using different algorithms and sets of fields, for every packet from captures. Then, analyze the number of hash collisions produced while setting the bit in the bitmap corresponding to the [hash algorithm - set of fields] combination, as shown in Table 5.

We created 12 bitmaps, with 65,536 positions each, and processed 10,000 packets from each capture. Each packet was processed 12 times, one per hash algorithm - set of fields combination, and stored in the corresponding bitmap, as per Table 5. This procedure was performed five times, with a different set of 10,000 packets, from each capture. The number of collisions were measured, and an average from five results was used in the analysis.

Figure 26 shows the average of hash collisions after processing five sets of ten thousand packets and store in a bitmap with 65,536 positions, broken down by source of
Table 5 – Different hash algorithm and set of fields used to calculate the packet position in the corresponding bitmap, for each packet.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hash Algorithm</th>
<th>Set of fields</th>
<th>Bitmap</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Checksum 16</td>
<td>Set 1</td>
<td>bitmap_1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Checksum 16</td>
<td>Set 2</td>
<td>bitmap_2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Checksum 16</td>
<td>Set 3</td>
<td>bitmap_3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRC 16</td>
<td>Set 1</td>
<td>bitmap_4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRC 16</td>
<td>Set 2</td>
<td>bitmap_5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRC 16</td>
<td>Set 3</td>
<td>bitmap_6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRC 32</td>
<td>Set 1</td>
<td>bitmap_7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRC 32</td>
<td>Set 2</td>
<td>bitmap_8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRC 32</td>
<td>Set 3</td>
<td>bitmap_9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD5</td>
<td>Set 1</td>
<td>bitmap_10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD5</td>
<td>Set 2</td>
<td>bitmap_11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD5</td>
<td>Set 3</td>
<td>bitmap_12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

the trace and the different set of fields selection.

Average Hash Collisions

Figure 26 – Average hash collisions per hash algorithm broken down by source of the trace and set of fields selection.

The hash collisions average per hash algorithm, across all traffic traces and field selections is shown in Figure 27, in ascending order. Furthermore, Figure 28 presents the hash collisions average per fields selection, across all traffic traces and hash algorithms.

Observing the results, it is not possible to conclude that any hash algorithm has a better performance on avoiding hash collisions, despite the MD5 algorithm has a higher
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6.3 NSF92 Framework in Python

The NSFNET represents one of the more important pieces of Internet history. Staring in 1985, the communication infrastructure initiative, from the National Science Foundation, the NSFNET was the foundation of the United States Internet and the main precursor for the computer network around the world. The NSFNET backbone connected researchers located on university campuses to each other and their counterparts, in universities and research centers around the world.

rate of collisions, when compared to other hash algorithms, for iperf3 traffic trace - as observed in Figure 26 -, the hash collisions average was not different from other traffic traces (CAIDA and NETRESEC). Also, none set of fields selection demonstrate a significant decrease in the average hash collisions rate. Thus, based on tests, the hash algorithm and the field selection do not seem to have a material impact on hash collisions rate. When implementing the BitMatrix on a network device, other factors should be taken into consideration, such as the capabilities for a specific hash algorithm implementation.
The partnership that built the NSFNET backbone service also founded a model of technology transfer. From 217 networks connected in 1988 to more than 50,000 in 1995 when the NSFNET backbone service was retired, the NSFNET's growth stimulated the expansion of the Internet and provided an environment for the development of communications technologies. The NSFNET notable history made it one of the most knowledge and studied network model in academia.

To create a more realistic simulated model for the tests, we create a network environment based on the NSFNet from 1992, just after the sixteen T3 sites start operating, in the fall of 1991, and production traffic was phased in. It linked sixteen sites and over 3,500 networks. The new and improved NSFNET backbone service provided the community with networking and connectivity to the fastest production network in the world. Figure 29 shows the locations and T3 links interconnecting them, forming the NSF Network of 1992.

![Figure 29 – New T3 Backbone Service for NSFNET 1992](image)

The network diagram in Figure 30 has the same topology as the NSFNET 1992. The location names become tenants, from 1 to 16, representing the 16 sites in the NSF network, and the routers and link are identified with numbers, with a total of 12 routers and 31 links interconnecting the tenants and routers. This model was the network design used in the tests.

Also, we created a routing table to specify the path that a packet needs to travel across the network to go from a source tenant to a destination tenant. Table 9 in Appendix A.5 Routing table for NSF 92 Python framework shows the path composed by routers for every pair of tenants. The same path is used for upstream and downstream traffic. Then, we did not include all the entries for the routing table here.

Once defined the network topology and the routing table, the next step is to...
determine what traffic to use for the simulation. The CAIDA traffic traces offer a sufficient volume of packets to create relevant traffic for all tenants in the simulated network. Ideally, every tenant should generate a similar volume of traffic, so the traffic load in the network tends to be more balanced across the devices. Therefore, we distributed the packets’ source IP address network among the tenants. By analyzing a sample of one million packets from a traffic capture, we created 16 groups of networks, based on packets’ source IP addresses in a way that each group of networks has a similar number of packets. Then, we assigned those groups of networks to tenants, one group per tenant. In this manner, each tenant receives networks prefixes that summarize approximately the same number of packets. Table 6 shows the network prefixes assigned to each tenant. Packets with IP address not belonging to any of the listed network prefixes from tenants 1 to 15 were assigned to tenant 16, which is a sort of catch-all tenant.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tenant</th>
<th>Network prefixes assigned to the tenant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tenant 1</td>
<td>180.0.0.0/8, 128.0.0.0/8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tenant 2</td>
<td>223.0.0.0/8, 208.0.0.0/8, 55.0.0.0/8, 108.0.0.0/8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tenant 3</td>
<td>48.1.159.0/24, 151.0.0.0/8, 48.0.0.0/8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tenant 4</td>
<td>145.0.0.0/8, 158.0.0.0/8, 54.0.0.0/8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tenant 5</td>
<td>61.0.0.0/8, 184.0.0.0/8, 181.0.0.0/8, 203.0.0.0/8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tenant 6</td>
<td>48.1.136.0/24, 132.0.0.0/8, 177.0.0.0/8, 186.0.0.0/8, 197.0.0.0/8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tenant 7</td>
<td>48.1.137.0/24, 83.0.0.0/8, 34.0.0.0/8, 141.0.0.0/8, 116.0.0.0/8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tenant 8</td>
<td>48.2.0.0/8, 155.0.0.0/8, 49.0.0.0/8, 187.0.0.0/8, 37.0.0.0/8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tenant 9</td>
<td>135.0.0.0/8, 144.0.0.0/8, 60.0.0.0/8, 220.0.0.0/8, 236.0.0.0/8, 118.0.0.0/8, 113.0.0.0/8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 6 – Tenants and theirs assigned group of network prefixes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tenant</th>
<th>Network prefixes assigned to the tenant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tenant 10</td>
<td>41.0.0.0/8, 142.0.0.0/8, 147.0.0.0/8, 247.0.0.0/8, 50.0.0.0/8, 32.0.0.0/8, 125.0.0.0/8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tenant 11</td>
<td>178.0.0.0/8, 70.0.0.0/8, 221.0.0.0/8, 148.0.0.0/8, 248.0.0.0/8, 219.0.0.0/8, 152.0.0.0/8, 138.0.0.0/8, 115.0.0.0/8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tenant 12</td>
<td>53.0.0.0/8, 150.0.0.0/8, 48.1.156.0/24, 201.0.0.0/8, 42.0.0.0/8, 228.0.0.0/8, 68.0.0.0/8, 104.0.0.0/8, 35.0.0.0/8, 85.0.0.0/8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tenant 13</td>
<td>39.0.0.0/8, 159.0.0.0/8, 183.0.0.0/8, 36.0.0.0/8, 33.0.0.0/8, 112.0.0.0/8, 182.0.0.0/8, 242.0.0.0/8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tenant 14</td>
<td>143.0.0.0/8, 218.0.0.0/8, 79.0.0.0/8, 78.0.0.0/8, 77.0.0.0/8, 253.0.0.0/8, 254.0.0.0/8, 163.0.0.0/8, 98.0.0.0/8, 109.0.0.0/8, 105.0.0.0/8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tenant 15</td>
<td>176.0.0.0/8, 40.0.0.0/8, 140.0.0.0/8, 190.0.0.0/8, 149.0.0.0/8, 43.0.0.0/8, 146.0.0.0/8, 231.0.0.0/8, 174.0.0.0/8, 48.1.226.0/24, 80.0.0.0/8, 84.0.0.0/8, 134.0.0.0/8, 131.0.0.0/8, 210.0.0.0/8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tenant 16</td>
<td>0.0.0.0/0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In order to determine how many packets should be processed before collecting statistics and reset the counters, we needed to set some variables. Once the links capacity have being arbitrarily defined in 100Mbps, the question to be responded was: How many packets do the framework need to process to generate satisfactory traffic load in the simulated network, respecting the imposed limit for the links? To answer this question, we created measurements per link, to calculate the average throughput, in Mbps, after processing the number of packets that we considered ten seconds of traffic. So, the only variable now is the number of packets to be processed. By varying the number of packets processed, we can increase or decrease the throughput in the links. Figure 31 shows the final result for determining the number of packets to be processed to create a time dimension in the structure. The framework processed a batch of 430,000 packets, summarizing statistics on every 10 seconds, to generate the graph. With this bound created, we can translate one second in time on every 43,000 packets processed. With this number of packets processed, we can maintain the simulated traffic under the pre-determined link capacity of 100 Mbps.

The next step was to determine the parameters for the sketches’ structure creation and collection. The main parameters were the sketches’ length and the period for collection (epoch). Both parameters are related, so we start using a period for collection equal to 10 seconds or, on every 430,000 packets. Based on that, we used a length of 65,536 positions for the BitMatrices sketches creation. The main goal here was to maintain a level of BitMatrix occupancy that avoids a high level of hash collisions and, at the same time,
was coherent in terms of memory occupancy and time for collection. Using the described parameter, we created statistics presented in Section 6.3.1 Results.

6.3.1 Results

To analyze the statistics generated by the Python framework, we used the Tableau software. This methodology allows us to create different insights and to validate the information extracted from the BitMatrix with information from counters. We create a sample of 30 minutes of traffic, for traffic analyses. The simulator processed 77,400,000 packets from CAIDA traces, giving a good idea about the BitMatrix solution operation environment.

Figure 32 shows the packets per second processing rate, per router. To calculate this key performance indicator (KPI), we summarized the total number of packets per router from its BitMatrix and divided the number by 10, as the BitMatrix collection occurs on every ten simulated seconds.

Analyzing the graph in Figure 32, the router with higher packets traffic is router 12. We may want to understand what is the traffic on router 12. So, in Figure 33 we can see a graph for that specific router, breaking down the traffic by tenant.

We can identify the high traffic of packets in the router 12, from tenant 3, 15 and
Figure 32 – Packets per second average rate, per router, on every 10 seconds.

Figure 33 – Packets per second average rate on router 12, per tenant, on every 10 seconds.  

16, when compared to other tenants. It is expected that every router receives higher traffic from tenants directly connected to it, thus the unexpected traffic is from tenant 3. Let us analyze the traffic per tenant in the network to better understand each tenant traffic profile. Figure 34 shows traffic per tenant.

The graph in Figure 34 demonstrates the higher traffic from tenant 3, which can be identified as the biggest offender in the perspective of traffic generation in the network. Figure 35 presents a dashboard with a complete view representing tenant traffic...
Figure 34 – Packets per second average rate per tenant in the network, on every 10 seconds.

contribution on every router in the period. The percentage is only presented to the tenant with the highest contribution.

Figure 35 – Dashboard showing the traffic contribution for each tenant per router.
Several other analyses can be performed with the bitstreams collected, as previously described in this work. In this framework implementation, we could comprehend a few insights and better understand the possible analyses that can be done using the packet digested information from BitMatrix. Another crucial point is that, as the information collection occurs every 10 seconds, we can have a near real-time view about network behaviour and performance analysis.

The BitMatrix concept, however, is based on a probabilistic structure of sketches, and hash collisions are part of the process. The hash collisions introduce errors in the measurements performed using the data collected from sketches. In Section 6.4 Machine Learning for BitMatrix Measurement Adjustment, we explore the statistics about collisions, bitmap occupation and propose a model, based on polynomial regression to adjust the results, compensating the losses due to the hash collision.

6.4 Machine Learning for BitMatrix Measurement Adjustment

The Python framework generates one BitMatrix containing 16 bitmaps (one per tenant), per router on every 10 seconds (or, on every 430,000 packets processed). In total, after processing packets to simulate 30 minutes of traffic, it creates about 34,500 bitmaps. The Python framework, besides generating BitMatrices, also was used to create counters to evaluate the quality of the information provided by the BitMatrix structure. When comparing measurements from bitmaps and counters, we notice that there is a gap between these two values.

In Figures 36, 37 and 38, we can observe the gap between the packets measurement based on BitMatrix and the Packet Counter. The Packet Counter reports the actual number of packets processed and the BitMatrix Counter is the sum of the bits for the corresponding router/tenant bitmap. This difference is due to hash collisions during the process of storing digested packets in some index of the BitMatrix. If the position is already in use, then the interference happens.

We observed that the difference between BitMatrix Counter and Packet Counter increases as more packets are processed. Note that the gap between trend lines in Figure 37 is more significant than in Figure 36, and in Figure 38 is more prominent than in Figure 37. That gap amplification happens as a result of the hash collision probability increasing as more packets are processed. Chances of collision rise as the bitmap get more occupied.

Aiming to find a machine learning algorithm based on the historical data to apply an adjustment to the BitMatrix counter approximating it to the real value, which is the Packet Counter, we used the relation between the percentage of bitmap occupation and the percentage of hash collisions. Figure 39 shows the relation between these two indirect measurements.
Figure 36 – Number of processed packets measured by the BitMatrix counter and the packet counter for Router 2 and Tenant 11, on every 10 seconds.

Figure 37 – Number of processed packets measured by the BitMatrix counter and the packet counter for Router 1 and Tenant 1, on every 10 seconds.

For the percentage of bitmap occupation and hash collisions calculation, we used the total length of the bitmap as a reference, as in Equation 6.1 for occupation rate and in Equation 6.2 for collision rate. In this framework, we used a length of 65,536 bits for the BitMatrix; consequently, the bitmap derivative from the BitMatrix will have the same length. We computed the percentage values in Figure 39 using this length value. e.g. If during the process, the framework counted 2,000 hash collisions when storing packets for the same tenant in the BitMatrix, the percentage of collisions will be 2,000 divided
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Figure 38 – Number of processed packets measured by the BitMatrix counter and the packet counter for Router 3 and Tenant 3, on every 10 seconds.

Figure 39 – Percentage of bitmap occupation versus the percentage of collisions, per bitmap.

by 65,536, which is equal to 0.03051758 or 3.051758%. In the same way, for a bitmap occupation of 32,768 positions, the percentage of occupation will be 32,768 divided by 65,536, which is equal to 0.5 or 50%.

\[
\% \text{ of occupation} = \sum \frac{\text{bitmap}}{\text{len(bitmap)}} \quad (6.1)
\]

\[
\% \text{ of collisions} = \frac{\text{number of collision}}{\text{len(bitmap)}} \quad (6.2)
\]
Thus, this relation was used to create a model. This model uses the bitmap occupation rate to predict the number of hash collisions that occurred during the BitMatrix population. Using this value to adjust the BitMatrix measurement by adding it to the bitmap sum of bits value, we got the BitMatrix adjusted measurement, which approximates to the real number of packets in Packet Counter measurement.

We explored a limited space of possible hypotheses for the problem, including linear and polynomial regression. The bitmap database used has 33,600 samples and was divided into five partitions of 6,720 samples each, for the k-fold validation. In k-fold validation, we used 4 partitions for training the algorithm and 1 partition for testing. Each field of the database has its index, from 1 to 33,600. The index field was used for field selection, as shown in Table 7.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Training set</th>
<th>Test Set</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Partition 1</td>
<td>Idx &lt; 26881</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partition 2</td>
<td>Idx &gt; 6720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partition 3</td>
<td>Idx &lt; 6721 OR Idx &gt; 13440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partition 4</td>
<td>Idx &lt; 13441 OR Idx &gt; 20160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partition 5</td>
<td>Idx &lt; 20161 OR Idx &gt; 26880</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7 – Database partitioning for k-fold cross validation

Table 8 demonstrates the results for the k-fold cross-validation process for the used methods. The average mean squared error is the average for the results from the five partitions, and can indicate the best hypothesis to be applied to the problem. The lower the error, better is the result. The Table is sort in ascending order, showing the method with best results first.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Average Mean Squared Error</th>
<th>Average Std. Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Polynomial Degree 4</td>
<td>1.76E-05</td>
<td>0.039634</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polynomial Degree 3</td>
<td>1.84E-05</td>
<td>0.039674</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polynomial Degree 2</td>
<td>3.66E-05</td>
<td>0.039381</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear</td>
<td>4.95E-04</td>
<td>0.034805</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logarithmic</td>
<td>1.30E-03</td>
<td>0.025877</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exponential</td>
<td>5.96E-00</td>
<td>2.466112</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8 – Average MSE (mean squared error) and Average STDDEV (standard deviation) for the test database, per method used as hypotheses.
The best result was the polynomial regression degree 4, and it is described as follow:

Model formula: \( \text{(%occupation}^4 + \text{%occupation}^3 + \text{%occupation}^2 + \text{%occupation} + \text{intercept}) \)

- Number of modeled observations: 25891
- Number of filtered observations: 0
- Model degrees of freedom: 5
- Residual degrees of freedom (DF): 25886
- SSE (sum squared error): 0.330595
- MSE (mean squared error): 1.277e-05
- R-Squared: 0.99365
- Standard error: 0.0035737
- p-value (significance): < 0.0001

Individual trend lines:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Panes</th>
<th>Lines</th>
<th>%collision</th>
<th>%occupation</th>
<th>P-value</th>
<th>DF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Row</td>
<td>Column</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>25886</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Coefficients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>StdErr</th>
<th>t-value</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>%occupation^4</td>
<td>0.0600287</td>
<td>0.0045164</td>
<td>13.2912</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%occupation^3</td>
<td>-0.226063</td>
<td>0.0088914</td>
<td>-25.4249</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%occupation^2</td>
<td>0.531893</td>
<td>0.0053133</td>
<td>100.105</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%occupation</td>
<td>0.0019715</td>
<td>0.0010979</td>
<td>1.79571</td>
<td>0.0725523</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intercept</td>
<td>0.0007011</td>
<td>5.91e-05</td>
<td>11.8629</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Equation 6.3 expresses the number of collisions as a function of the occupation rate (%occupation).

\[
\text{number of collision} = \text{bm\_length} \times \left( 0.0600287 \times \text{%occupation}^4 \right) \\
+ \left( -0.226063 \times \text{%occupation}^3 \right) + 0.531893 \times \text{%occupation}^2 \\
+ 0.0019715 \times \text{%occupation} + 0.000701056 \quad (6.3)
\]

Using the number of collisions, resulting from the algorithm, we calculated a BitMatrix adjusted value as a more accurate traffic indicator. Equation 6.4 expresses the
new adjusted value for the traffic.

\[ \text{bitmap adjusted} = \text{number of collision} + \sum \text{bitmap} \]  
(6.4)

Figures 40, 41 and 42, present the three values, for comparison:

- BitMatrix Counter: it is the value resulting from summarizing the number of bits in the bitmap.
- Packet Counter: it is the number of packets counted by a counter, created for reference. This is the real number of packet processed for the router, tenant, selected.
- BitMatrix Adjusted it is the value resulting from summarizing the number of bits in the bitmap and adding the calculated delta using the polynomial regression algorithm, based on the bitmap occupation.

The BitMatrix adjusted measurement has an mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) of $\pm 6.14\%$. It is also possible to observe that even under low or high occupation, the adjusting performance of the algorithm does not degrade.

Figure 40 – Number of packets processed measured by the BitMatrix counter, packet counter and the BitMatrix adjusted, for Router 2 and Tenant 11, on every 10 seconds.
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Figure 41 – Number of packets processed measured by the BitMatrix counter, packet counter and the BitMatrix adjusted, for Router 1 and Tenant 1, on every 10 seconds.

Figure 42 – Number of packets processed measured by the BitMatrix counter, packet counter and the BitMatrix adjusted, for Router 3 and Tenant 3, on every 10 seconds.
7 Concluding remarks

Networking monitoring is a crucial task for a network operator. Information provided by monitoring tools offers intelligence for the decision-making process for capacity planning and traffic engineering. The solution proposed in this work, the BitMatrix framework, goes further than the traditional monitoring process of counting packets and bytes. Besides the general statistics, it enables detail analyses on a packet level, in the network, i.e. it is possible, using the BitMatrix, to determine how many packets travelled through a specific set of network devices. This information cannot be obtained only using counters, making this method the key contribution from this work. Furthermore, using a single sketch, BitMatrix can store digested packet information, segmented by a tenant, enabling the solution to offer the same capabilities in a multi-tenancy network.

The BitMatrix framework, made up of three modules, one composed of sketches, deployed directly in the data plane, and other two, implemented in Python, responsible for the application control plane, collecting information from sketches, storing in a database and post-processing the information to create a broad set of statistics, from a single device packet count to a traffic matrix for the network.

In this work, we implemented BitMatrix sketches using the Behavioral Model v2 P4 soft switch in a Mininet emulated environment to generate traffic statistics, segmented by tenant, observing packets and bytes exchanged between them. For this deployment, the Mininet code required to be adapted to create the emulated network using the P4 target BMv2. The code modification creates a small contribution for the community willing to use the same topology in Mininet for P4 implementations.

For a larger scale statistics generation, we used a framework, written in Python, to process real traffic captures in a simulated network, based on the Network Science Foundation from 1992 producing a considerable number of traffic statistics for routers, broken down by tenant. Moreover, using the generated statistics from this simulation framework, we could create an algorithm, using supervised machine learning, to reduce the errors in statistics introduced by hash collisions, which is another contribution.

Future Work

We plan to keep working in BitMatrix development, improving it in many aspects. The Query and Presentation module would require a more user-friendly interface for creating rules to generate specific metrics from the bitstream information, stored in the database. Another task, aiming to speed access to the statistics, would be the creation
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of OLAP multidimensional cubes, using an ETL tool to retrieve the information from bitstreams in the database, aggregating the metrics (number of packets and bytes) by network device and tenant dimensions, rolling up to a 5 minutes, hourly and daily to create a faster access to the statistics by a reporting tool, such as Tableau or MicroStrategy.

We hope to see the following topics being explored in future works:

- Networking Slicing: In this work, the BitMatrix is segmented by tenant. Another possibility is to create a different and/or additional segmentation for the network statistics. Network slicing segmentation would allow us to created different views of the traffic, analyzing different slices of the network, as an independent system.

- Virtual BMv2 instance and bare-metal implementation: In preliminary tests realized in this work, it was possible to create a virtual machine running the BMv2 P4 target. Creating and testing a network using these elements would create not an emulated or simulated as those used in this work, but a more real environment where we could study the overhead in terms of memory and CPU utilization for a BitMatrix deployment.

- There are other projects, besides BMv2, that attempts to enable P4 support for OVS. The popular one is the PISCES project (SHAHBAZ et al., 2016), which is a programmable, protocol-independent soft switch derived from Open vSwitch, whose behaviour can be customized using P4. They are also an excellent field to test BitMatrix implementation.

- Several other programmable network devices, supporting P4, could be used to deploy and test BitMatrix implementation. Network hardware vendors are investing in different architectures such as Protocol-Independent Switch Architecture (PISA), Network Processor Unit (NPU) and Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGA). Among others, we can cite NetFPGA-SUME Virtex-7 FPGA development board from Xilinx (INC., 2019), designed in a collaborative effort between Digilent, the University of Cambridge, and Stanford University, supporting P4 and widely used for the research community.
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APPENDIX A – Appendix

A.1 Deployment in P4 example

Code created as an example of BitMatrix implementation in P4 language, as detailed in Chapter 5.

Listing A.1 – P4_14 code implementing BitMatrix

```plaintext
//header

header_type eth_t {
    fields {
        dstAddr : 48;
        srcAddr : 48;
        etherType : 16;
    }
}

header eth_t eth;

header_type ipv4_t {
    fields {
        version : 4;
        ihl : 4;
        diffserv : 8;
        totalLen : 16;
        id : 16;
        flags : 3;
        fragOffset : 13;
        ttl : 8;
        protocol : 8;
        hdrChecksum : 16;
        srcAddr : 32;
        dstAddr : 32;
        payload8B : 64;
    }
}

header ipv4_t ipv4;

// parser

parser start {
```

```
return parse_eth;
}

#define ETHERTYPE_IPV4 0x0800

parser parse_eth {
  extract(eth);
  return select(latest.etherType) {
    ETHERTYPE_IPV4 : parse_ipv4;
    default: ingress;
  }
}

parser parse_ipv4 {
  extract(ipv4);
  return ingress;
}

// field_list definitions

field_list ipv4_checksum_list {
  ipv4.version;
  ipv4.ihl;
  ipv4.diffserv;
  ipv4.totalLen;
  ipv4.id;
  ipv4.flags;
  ipv4.fragOffset;
  ipv4.ttl;
  ipv4.protocol;
  ipv4.srcAddr;
  ipv4.dstAddr;
}

field_list hash_fields {
  ipv4.version;
  ipv4.ihl;
  ipv4.totalLen;
  ipv4.id;
  ipv4.flags;
  ipv4.fragOffset;
  ipv4.protocol;
  ipv4.srcAddr;
  ipv4.dstAddr;
  ipv4.payload8B;
}
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```c
// defining metadata

header_type custom_metadata_t {
    fields {
        bitmatrix_idx : 16;
        bitmatrix_flag : 2;
        bitmatrix_tenant : 2;
        bitmatrix_value : 20;
    }
}

metadata custom_metadata_t custom_metadata;

header_type routing_metadata_t {
    fields {
        nhop_ipv4 : 32;
        nhop_add : 48;
    }
}

metadata routing_metadata_t routing_metadata;

// field_list_calculations

field_list_calculation ipv4_checksum {
    input {
        ipv4_checksum_list;
    }
    algorithm : csum16;
    output_width : 16;
}

field_list_calculation hash {
    input {
        hash_fields;
    }
    algorithm : crc16;
    output_width : 16;
}

calculated_field ipv4.hdrChecksum {
    update ipv4.checksum if (ipv4.ihl == 5);
}
```
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// register definitions

register bitmatrix{
    width : 2;
    instance_count : 8192;
}

register counter_array_A{
    width : 20;
    instance_count : 8192;
}

register counter_array_B{
    width : 20;
    instance_count : 8192;
}

// actions

action _drop() {
    drop();
}

action set_bitmatrix(tenant_flag) {
    modify_field_with_hash_based_offset(custom_metadata.
        bitmatrix_idx, 0, hash, 8191);
    register_read(custom_metadata.bitmatrix_flag, bitmatrix,
        custom_metadata.bitmatrix_idx);
    bit_or(custom_metadata.bitmatrix_flag, custom_metadata.
        bitmatrix_flag, tenant_flag);
    register_write(bitmatrix, custom_metadata.bitmatrix_idx,
        custom_metadata.bitmatrix_flag);
    modify_field(custom_metadata.bitmatrix_tenant, tenant_flag);
}

action set_counter_array_A() {
    register_read(custom_metadata.bitmatrix_value, counter_array_A
        , custom_metadata.bitmatrix_idx);
    add_to_field(custom_metadata.bitmatrix_value, ipv4.totalLen);
    register_write(counter_array_A, custom_metadata.bitmatrix_idx,
        custom_metadata.bitmatrix_value);
}

action set_counter_array_B() {
    register_read(custom_metadata.bitmatrix_value, counter_array_B
        , custom_metadata.bitmatrix_idx);
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```cpp
add_to_field(custom_metadata.bitmatrix_value, ipv4.totalLen);
register_write(counter_array_B, custom_metadata.bitmatrix_idx,
               custom_metadata.bitmatrix_value);
}

action set_nhop(nhop_ipv4, port) {
    modify_field(routing_metadata.nhop_ipv4, nhop_ipv4);
    modify_field(standard_metadata.egress_spec, port);
    modify_field(ipv4.ttl, ipv4.ttl - 1);
}

action set_dmac(dmac) {
    modify_field(eth.dstAddr, dmac);
}

action rewrite_mac(smac) {
    modify_field(eth.srcAddr, smac);
}

// tables

table set_bitmatrix_table {
    reads {
        ipv4.srcAddr : lpm;
    }
    actions {
        set_bitmatrix;
        _drop;
    }
    size: 32;
}

table set_counter_array_A_table {
    actions {
        set_counter_array_A;
    }
    size : 1;
}

table set_counter_array_B_table {
    actions {
        set_counter_array_B;
    }
    size : 1;
}
```
table ipv4_lpm {
    reads {
        ipv4.dstAddr : lpm;
    }
    actions {
        set_nhop;
        _drop;
    }
    size: 1024;
}

table forward {
    reads {
        routing_metadata.nhop_ipv4 : exact;
    }
    actions {
        set_dmac;
        _drop;
    }
    size: 512;
}

table send_frame {
    reads {
        standard_metadata.egress_port: exact;
    }
    actions {
        rewrite_mac;
        _drop;
    }
    size: 256;
}

// counter definition

counter pckt_counter {
    type: packets_and_bytes;
    direct : set_bitmatrix_table;
}

// control

control ingress {
    if(valid(ipv4) and ipv4.ttl > 0) {
        apply(set_bitmatrix_table);
        if (custom_metadata.bitmatrix_tenant == 1) {
            apply(set_counter_array_A_table);
        }
    }
}
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Listing A.2 – P4_14 code for tables feed via Thrift runtime interface

```
table_set_default send_frame _drop
table_set_default forward _drop
table_set_default ipv4_lpm _drop
table_set_default set_bitmatrix_table set_bitmatrix

# Code created to define the Mininet environment for the tests, as described in chapter 6 Tests and Results, section 6.1 P4 implementation using Mininet.
```
from mininet.link import TCLink
from mininet.link import TCIntf

from p4_mininet import P4Switch, P4Host

import argparse
from time import sleep
import os
import subprocess

_THIS_DIR = os.path.dirname(os.path.realpath(__file__))
_THRIFT_BASE_PORT = 22222

parser = argparse.ArgumentParser(description='Mininet demo')
parser.add_argument('--behavioral-exe', help='Path to behavioral executable',
                    type=str, action='store', required=True)
parser.add_argument('--json', help='Path to JSON config file',
                    type=str, action='store', required=True)
parser.add_argument('--cli', help='Path to BM CLI',
                    type=str, action='store', required=True)

args = parser.parse_args()

class MyTopo(Topo):
    def __init__(self, sw_path, json_path, nb_hosts, nb_switches, links, **opts):
        # Initialize topology and default options
        Topo.__init__(self, **opts)

        for i in range(nb_switches):
            switch = self.addSwitch('s%d' % (i + 1),
                                     sw_path = sw_path,
                                     json_path = json_path,
                                     thrift_port =
                                     _THRIFT_BASE_PORT + i,
                                     pcap_dump = True,
                                     device_id = i)
            # enable_debugger = True,
            # log_console = True)

        for h in range(nb_hosts):
            host = self.addHost('h%d' % (h + 1),
                                ip = "10.0.%d.10/24" % h,
                                mac = '00:04:00:00:00:%02x' % h)

i = 0
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```python
for a, b in links:
    self.addLink(a, b,
                 addr1 = '00:aa:bb:00:00:%02d' % i,
                 addr2 = '00:aa:bb:00:00:%02d' % (i + 1),
                 bw=1)
    i += 2

def read_topo():
    nb_hosts = 0
    nb_switches = 0
    links = []
    with open("topo.txt", "r") as f:
        line = f.readline()[:-1]
        w, nb_switches = line.split()
        assert(w == "switches")
        line = f.readline()[:-1]
        w, nb_hosts = line.split()
        assert(w == "hosts")
        for line in f:
            if not f: break
            a, b = line.split()
            links.append((a, b))
    return int(nb_hosts), int(nb_switches), links

def main():
    nb_hosts, nb_switches, links = read_topo()

    topo = MyTopo(args.behavioral_exe,
                  args.json,
                  nb_hosts, nb_switches, links)

    net = Mininet(topo = topo,
                  host = P4Host,
                  switch = P4Switch,
                  link = TCLink,
                  controller = None)
    net.start()

    sw_mac = ["00:aa:bb:00:00:%02x" % n for n in xrange(nb_hosts)]

    sw_addr = ["10.0.%d.1" % n for n in xrange(nb_hosts)]

    for n in xrange(nb_hosts):
        h = net.get('h%d' % (n + 1))
        print "**********"
        print "Hostname: %s" %(h.name)
```
for off in ["rx", "tx", "sg"]:
    cmd = "/sbin/ethtool --offload eth0 %s off" % off
    print cmd
    h.cmd(cmd)

print "disable ipv6"

h.cmd("sysctl -w net.ipv6.conf.all.disable_ipv6=1")

h.cmd("sysctl -w net.ipv6.conf.default.disable_ipv6=1")

h.cmd("sysctl -w net.ipv6.conf.lo.disable_ipv6=1")

h.cmd("sysctl -w net.ipv4.tcp_congestion_control=reno")

h.cmd("iptables -I OUTPUT -p icmp --icmp-type destination-unreachable -j DROP")

h.describe()

print "**********"

sw_addr = ["10.0.%d.1" % n for n in xrange(nb_hosts)]

s = net.get('s1')
sw_mac_s1_eth1 = s.intf("s1-eth1").MAC()
h = net.get('h1')
h.setARP(sw_addr[0], sw_mac_s1_eth1)
h.setDefaultRoute("dev eth0 via %s" % sw_addr[0])

s = net.get('s3')
sw_mac_s3_eth1 = s.intf("s3-eth1").MAC()
h = net.get('h2')
h.setARP(sw_addr[1], sw_mac_s3_eth1)
h.setDefaultRoute("dev eth0 via %s" % sw_addr[1])

s = net.get('s4')
sw_mac_s4_eth1 = s.intf("s4-eth1").MAC()
h = net.get('h3')
h.setARP(sw_addr[2], sw_mac_s4_eth1)
h.setDefaultRoute("dev eth0 via %s" % sw_addr[2])

sleep(1)

for i in xrange(nb_switches):
    s = net.get('s%d' % (i + 1))
    print "**********"

print "Switch Name: %s" % (s.name)

print "Switch DPID: %s" % (s.dpid)

for j in s.ports:
    print "port: %s - intf: %s - mac: %s" % (s.ports[s.intf(j)], j,
A.3 Collector and Controller component implemented in Python

Code created to collect information from the P4 network devices, as described in chapter 4 Monitoring Framework, section 4.2.2 Collection and Control. Also, this code perform the tenants’ bitmap extraction from the BitMatrix, summarize the statistics and send all the information to Graphite platform (https://graphiteapp.org) that is a platform for store numeric time-series data and render graphs of this data on demand.

Listing A.4 – Collector and Controller component implemented in Python

```python
#!/usr/bin/env python2.7

import time
import threading
import bmpy_utils as utils
from bm_runtime.standard import Standard
import socket
import schedule

s.intf(str(j)).MAC()

print "Running command_s%d.txt" % (i + 1)

s.cmd = [args.cli, "--json", args.json,
         "--thrift-port", str(_THRIFT_BASE_PORT + i)]

with open("command_s%d.txt" % (i + 1), "r") as f:
    print " ".join(cmd)
    try:
        output = subprocess.check_output(cmd, stdin = f)
        #print output
    except subprocess.CalledProcessError as e:
        print e
        print e.output
    print "**********"

sleep(1)

print "Ready !"

CLI( net )
net.stop()

if __name__ == '__main__':
    setLogLevel( 'info' )
    main()
```

A.3 Collector and Controller component implemented in Python

Code created to collect information from the P4 network devices, as described in chapter 4 Monitoring Framework, section 4.2.2 Collection and Control. Also, this code perform the tenants’ bitmap extraction from the BitMatrix, summarize the statistics and send all the information to Graphite platform (https://graphiteapp.org) that is a platform for store numeric time-series data and render graphs of this data on demand.

Listing A.4 – Collector and Controller component implemented in Python

```python
#!/usr/bin/env python2.7

import time
import threading
import bmpy_utils as utils
from bm_runtime.standard import Standard
import socket
import schedule
```
sw_list = [
    ["localhost", 22222],
    ["localhost", 22223],
    ["localhost", 22224],
    ["localhost", 22225],
]

matrix_size = 32768
connections = [[] for _ in range(len(sw_list))]
results = [[] for _ in range(len(sw_list))]
services = ["standard", Standard.Client] + [(None, None)]

def connections_setup():
    for i in xrange(0, len(sw_list)):
        globals()['std_client_s{}' . format(i + 1)],
                globals()['mc_client_s{}' . format(i + 1)] =
                                                               utils.thrift_connect(
                                                   sw_list[(i)][0],
                                                   sw_list[(i)][1],
                                                   services)
        connections[i] =
                          globals()['std_client_s{}' . format(i + 1)]
        globals()['result_s{}' . format(i + 1)] = []
        results[i] =
                          globals()['result_s{}' . format(i + 1)]

def collect_switch_info(self, result, bitmatrix, counter_arr):
    bitmatrix_pointer = self.bm_register_read(0, 'bitmatrix_pointer', 0)
    if bitmatrix_pointer == 0:
        register_name = "bitmatrix_0"
        counter_array_A = "counter_array_0A"
        counter_array_B = "counter_array_0B"
        counter_array_C = "counter_array_0C"
        counter_array_D = "counter_array_0D"
        counter_table = "set_bitmatrix_0_table"
        self.bm_register_write(0, 'bitmatrix_pointer', 0, 1)
    else:
        register_name = "bitmatrix_1"
        counter_array_A = "counter_array_1A"
        counter_array_B = "counter_array_1B"
        counter_array_C = "counter_array_1C"
        counter_array_D = "counter_array_1D"
        counter_table = "set_bitmatrix_1_table"
        self.bm_register_write(0, 'bitmatrix_pointer', 0, 0)
    counter_name = "pckt_counter"
    packet_counter = int(self.bm_counter_read(0, counter_name, 0).packets)
    bytes_counter = int(self.bm_counter_read(0, counter_name, 0).bytes)
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self.bm_counter_reset_all(0, counter_name)

bitmatrix_snapshot = []
counter_A_snap = []
counter_B_snap = []
counter_C_snap = []
counter_D_snap = []
counter_table_snap = []
start = time.time()

bitmatrix_snapshot.extend(self.bm_register_read_all(0, register_name))
counter_A_snap.extend(self.bm_register_read_all(0, counter_array_A))
counter_B_snap.extend(self.bm_register_read_all(0, counter_array_B))
counter_C_snap.extend(self.bm_register_read_all(0, counter_array_C))
#counter_D_snap.append(self.bm_register_read(0, counter_array_D, idx))
for idx in range(4):
    counter_table_snap.append(self.bm_mt_read_counter(0, counter_table, idx).packets)
    counter_table_snap.append(self.bm_mt_read_counter(0, counter_table, idx).bytes)
self.bm_register_reset(0, register_name)
self.bm_register_reset(0, counter_array_A)
self.bm_register_reset(0, counter_array_B)
self.bm_register_reset(0, counter_array_C)
self.bm_register_reset(0, counter_array_D)
self.bm_mt_reset_counters(0, counter_table)
end = time.time()
retrieve_time = (end - start)
occupation = 100*(float(packet_counter) / (matrix_size * 4))
info = self.bm_mgmt_get_info().device_id
result.extend([info, start, packet_counter, occupation, retrieve_time,
                counter_table_snap[0], counter_table_snap[1],
                counter_table_snap[2], counter_table_snap[3],
                counter_table_snap[4], counter_table_snap[5],
                counter_table_snap[6], counter_table_snap[7]])
bitmatrix.append(bitmatrix_snapshot)
counter_arr.extend([counter_A_snap,
counter_B_snap,
counter_C_snap,
counter_D_snap])
```
print("Finish collecting from sw%s at: %s" % (str(info), time.strftime("%H:%M:%S")))

def tenant_breakout(bitmatrix):
    tenant = [[] for _ in range(4)]
    for flag in bitmatrix[0]:
        flag = int(flag)
        flag = "{:04b}".format(flag)
        tenant[3].append(int(flag[0]))
        tenant[2].append(int(flag[1]))
        tenant[1].append(int(flag[2]))
        tenant[0].append(int(flag[3]))
    bitmatrix.extend([tenant[0], tenant[1], tenant[2], tenant[3]])

def counters_sw_tenant(result, bitmatrix, counter_arr):
    pkt_counter_ten_a = sum(bitmatrix[1])
    pkt_counter_ten_b = sum(bitmatrix[2])
    pkt_counter_ten_c = sum(bitmatrix[3])
    pkt_counter_ten_d = sum(bitmatrix[4])
    total_pkt_counter = sum([pkt_counter_ten_a, pkt_counter_ten_b, pkt_counter_ten_c, pkt_counter_ten_d])
    bytes_counter_ten_a = sum(counter_arr[0])
    bytes_counter_ten_b = sum(counter_arr[1])
    bytes_counter_ten_c = sum(counter_arr[2])
    bytes_counter_ten_d = sum(counter_arr[3])

    if result[2] == 0:
        collision = 0
    else:
        collision = 100*(1 - (float(total_pkt_counter) / result[2]))

    if result[5] == 0:
        collision_a = 0
    else:
        collision_a = 100*(1 - (float(pkt_counter_ten_a) / result[5]))

    if result[7] == 0:
        collision_b = 0
    else:
        collision_b = 100*(1 - (float(pkt_counter_ten_b) / result[7]))

    if result[9] == 0:
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collision_c = 0
else:
collision_c = 100*(1 - (float(pkt_counter_ten_c) / result[9]))

if result[11] == 0:
collision_d = 0
else:
collision_d = 100*(1 - (float(pkt_counter_ten_d) / result[11]))

occupation_a = 100*(float(pkt_counter_ten_a) / matrix_size)
occupation_b = 100*(float(pkt_counter_ten_b) / matrix_size)
occupation_c = 100*(float(pkt_counter_ten_c) / matrix_size)
occupation_d = 100*(float(pkt_counter_ten_d) / matrix_size)

result.extend([total_pkt_counter, collision, pkt_counter_ten_a, occupation_a, collision_a, bytes_counter_ten_a, pkt_counter_ten_b, occupation_b, collision_b, bytes_counter_ten_b, pkt_counter_ten_c, occupation_c, collision_c, bytes_counter_ten_c, pkt_counter_ten_d, occupation_d, collision_d, bytes_counter_ten_d])

print result

def count_routes(route_counter, bitmatrix, counter_arr):
counter_AB_pkt = 0
counter_AC_pkt = 0
counter_BA_pkt = 0
counter_BC_pkt = 0
counter_CA_pkt = 0
counter_CB_pkt = 0
counter_AB_bytes = 0
counter_AC_bytes = 0
counter_BA_bytes = 0
counter_BC_bytes = 0
counter_CA_bytes = 0
counter_CB_bytes = 0

for i in range(matrix_size):
    # Tenant A
    if bitmatrix[0][1][i] == 1:
        if bitmatrix[2][1][i] == 1:
            counter_AB_pkt += 1
            counter_AB_bytes += counter_arr[0][0][i]
        elif bitmatrix[3][1][i] == 1:
            if bitmatrix[1][1][i] == 1:
                counter_AC_pkt += 1
                counter_AC_bytes += counter_arr[0][0][i]
            else:
                pass
        else:
            pass
    else:
        pass

# Tenant B
if bitmatrix[2][2][i] == 1:
    if bitmatrix[0][2][i] == 1:
        counter_BA_pkt += 1
        counter_BA_bytes += counter_arr[2][1][i]
    elif bitmatrix[3][2][i] == 1:
        counter_BC_pkt += 1
        counter_BC_bytes += counter_arr[2][1][i]
    else:
        pass
else:
    pass

# Tenant C
if bitmatrix[3][3][i] == 1:
    if bitmatrix[2][3][i] == 1:
        counter_CB_pkt += 1
        counter_BA_bytes += counter_arr[3][2][i]
    elif bitmatrix[0][3][i] == 1:
        if bitmatrix[1][3][i] == 1:
            counter_CA_pkt += 1
            counter_BA_bytes += counter_arr[3][2][i]
        else:
            pass
    else:
        pass
else:
    pass

route_counter.extend([counter_AB_pkt, counter_AC_pkt,}
counter_BA_pkt, counter_BC_pkt,
counter_CA_pkt, counter_CB_pkt,
counter_AB_bytes, counter_AC_bytes,
counter_BA_bytes, counter_BC_bytes,
counter_CA_bytes, counter_CB_bytes])

def post_graphite(content):
    s = socket.socket(socket.AF_INET, socket.SOCK_STREAM)
    s.connect(('192.168.25.8', 2003))
    s.sendall(content)
    s.close()

def sched_job():
    schedule.every().second.do(collect_cycle)
    return schedule.CancelJob

def collect_cycle():
    bitmatrix = [[] for _ in range(len(sw_list))]
    counter_arr = [[] for _ in range(len(sw_list))]
    results = [[] for _ in range(len(sw_list))]
    route_counter = []

    print("Start collecting at: %s" % (time.strftime("%H:%M:%S")))
    start_collect_time = time.time()

    threads = []

    for i in range(4):
        t = threading.Thread(target=collect_switch_info, args=(
            connections[i],
            results
            [i],
        ),
        bitmatrix
        [i],
        counter_arr
        [i],
    )
threads.append(t)
t.start()

while threading.activeCount() > 1:
    time.sleep(1)

for bitmatrix_sX in bitmatrix:
    tenant_breakout(bitmatrix_sX)

for i in range(4):
    counters_sw_tenant(results[i],
                        bitmatrix[i],
                        counter_arr[i])

count_routes(route_counter, bitmatrix, counter_arr)

print route_counter

print ("Finish collecting at: %s" %(time.strftime("%H:%M:%S")))

for i in xrange(0,4):
    post_graphite("sw%d.counter %s %s
                %(i+1, results[i][2],
                  results[i][1])
    post_graphite("sw%d.occup_pct %s %s
                %(i+1, results[i][3], results[i][1])
    post_graphite("sw%d.time2collect %s %s
                %(i+1, results[i][4], results[i][1])
    post_graphite("sw%d.ten_A_counter_pkt %s %s
                %(i+1, results[i][5], results[i][1])
    post_graphite("sw%d.ten_A_counter_bytes %s %s
                %(i+1, results[i][6], results[i][1])
    post_graphite("sw%d.ten_B_counter_pkt %s %s
                %(i+1, results[i][7], results[i][1])
    post_graphite("sw%d.ten_B_counter_bytes %s %s
                %(i+1, results[i][8], results[i][1])
    post_graphite("sw%d.ten_C_counter_pkt %s %s
                %(i+1, results[i][9], results[i][1])
    post_graphite("sw%d.ten_C_counter_bytes %s %s
                %(i+1, results[i][10], results[i][1])
    post_graphite("sw%d.ten_D_counter_pkt %s %s
                %(i+1, results[i][11], results[i][1])
    post_graphite("sw%d.ten_D_counter_bytes %s %s
                %(i+1, results[i][12], results[i][1])
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})
})
post_graphite("sw%d.sum_bitmtx_pktts %s %s\n"%(i+1, results[i][13], results[i][1]))
post_graphite("sw%d.collision_pct %s %s\n"%(i+1, results[i][14], results[i][1]))
post_graphite("sw%d.pkt_counter_A %s %s\n"%(i+1, results[i][15], results[i][1]))
post_graphite("sw%d.occup_pct_A %s %s\n"%(i+1, results[i][16], results[i][1]))
post_graphite("sw%d.collision_A %s %s\n"%(i+1, results[i][17], results[i][1]))
post_graphite("sw%d.bm_bytes_counter_A %s %s\n"%(i+1, results[i][18], results[i][1]))
post_graphite("sw%d.pkt_counter_B %s %s\n"%(i+1, results[i][19], results[i][1]))
post_graphite("sw%d.occup_pct_B %s %s\n"%(i+1, results[i][20], results[i][1]))
post_graphite("sw%d.collision_B %s %s\n"%(i+1, results[i][21], results[i][1]))
post_graphite("sw%d.bm_bytes_counter_B %s %s\n"%(i+1, results[i][22], results[i][1]))
post_graphite("sw%d.pkt_counter_C %s %s\n"%(i+1, results[i][23], results[i][1]))
post_graphite("sw%d.occup_pct_C %s %s\n"%(i+1, results[i][24], results[i][1]))
post_graphite("sw%d.collision_C %s %s\n"%(i+1, results[i][25], results[i][1]))
post_graphite("sw%d.bm_bytes_counter_C %s %s\n"%(i+1, results[i][26], results[i][1]))
post_graphite("sw%d.pkt_counter_D %s %s\n"%(i+1, results[i][27], results[i][1]))
post_graphite("sw%d.occup_pct_D %s %s\n"%(i+1, results[i][28], results[i][1]))
post_graphite("sw%d.collision_D %s %s\n"%(i+1, results[i][29], results[i][1]))
post_graphite("sw%d.bm_bytes_counter_D %s %s\n"%(i+1, results[i][30], results[i][1]))

post_graphite("traffic.A->B_pkts %s %s\n"%(route_counter[0], results[0][1]))
post_graphite("traffic.A->C_pkts %s %s\n"%(route_counter[1], results[0][1]))
post_graphite("traffic.B->A_pkts %s %s\n"%(route_counter[2], results[2][1]))
post_graphite("traffic.B->C_pkts %s %s\n"%(route_counter[3], results[2][1]))
post_graphite("traffic.C->A_pkts %s %s\n"%(route_counter[4], results[3][1]))
```python
post_graphite("traffic.C->B_pkts %s %s\n" %( route_counter[5],
    results[3][1])
post_graphite("traffic.A->B_bytes %s %s\n" %( route_counter[6],
    results[0][1])
post_graphite("traffic.A->C_bytes %s %s\n" %( route_counter[7],
    results[0][1])
post_graphite("traffic.B->A_bytes %s %s\n" %( route_counter[8],
    results[2][1])
post_graphite("traffic.B->C_bytes %s %s\n" %( route_counter[9],
    results[2][1])
post_graphite("traffic.C->A_bytes %s %s\n" %( route_counter
    [10], results[3][1])
post_graphite("traffic.C->B_bytes %s %s\n" %( route_counter
    [11], results[3][1]))

# while (int(time.strftime("%S")) != 29) and (int(time.strftime
("%S")) != 59):
while int(time.strftime("%S")) != 59:
    time.sleep(0.3)

print ("Ready for new collecting at: %s" %(time.strftime("%H:%M:%S")))

def main():
    connections_setup()

    start_time = time.strftime("%H:" + str(int(time.strftime("%M")) +1)

    print ("Job will start at %s" %(start_time))

    schedule.every().day.at(start_time).do(sched_job)

    while True:
        schedule.run_pending()
        time.sleep(1)

if __name__ == '__main__':
    main()

A.4 NSF 92 Python framework

Python framework used to simulate the network model based on NSF 1992, running
the CAIDA traffic and generating BitMatrices and traffic packet statistics based on
BitMatrices, as described in chapter 6 Tests and Results, section 6.3 NSF92 Framework in Python.

Listing A.5 – Python framework for NSF 92 network simulation

```python
#!/usr/bin/python2.7

from scapy.all import *
import csv
import crcmod
import os
import ipaddress
import datetime
import time
import sys

def crc16_comp(str_):
    str_ = bytearray(str_)
    crc16 = crcmod.mkCrcFun(0x18005, rev=False, initCrc=0xFFFF, xorOut=0x0000)
    answer = crc16(str(str_))
    return answer

def hashing(pkt):
    p=12
    hashlst=[pkt[p+0],
             pkt[p+2], pkt[p+3], # version,
             pkt[p+4], pkt[p+5], # total length
             pkt[p+6], pkt[p+7], # identification
             pkt[p+9], # flag, frag offset
             pkt[p+12],pkt[p+13],pkt[p+14],pkt[p+15], # srcAddr
             pkt[p+16], pkt[p+17], pkt[p+18], pkt[p+19], # dstAddr
             pkt[p+20],pkt[p+21],pkt[p+22],pkt[p+23], # payload bytes 1-4
             pkt[p+24],pkt[p+25],pkt[p+26],pkt[p+27]] # payload bytes 5-8
    hash_crc16 = crc16_comp(hashlst)
    return hash_crc16

def setup():
```
#define global variable to:

- `global rtable`, \ # load src, dst tenants
- `routing table in memory`
- `topo`, \ # to load tenant’s
  - `src ip in memory`
- `pkt_counter`, \ # number of packet
  - `processed`
- `bm_len`, \ # bitmatrix length
- `bm_pkt_size` # number of packet
  - `to process per bitmatrix`
- `bm_rtr_1`, \
- `bm_rtr_2`, \
- `bm_rtr_3`, \
- `bm_rtr_4`, \
- `bm_rtr_5`, \
- `bm_rtr_6`, \
- `bm_rtr_7`, \
- `bm_rtr_8`, \
- `bm_rtr_9`, \
- `bm_rtr_10`, \
- `bm_rtr_11`, \
- `bm_rtr_12`, \
- `colision_rtr_0`, \
- `colision_rtr_1`, \
- `colision_rtr_2`, \
- `colision_rtr_3`, \
- `colision_rtr_4`, \
- `colision_rtr_5`, \
- `colision_rtr_6`, \
- `colision_rtr_7`, \
- `colision_rtr_8`, \
- `colision_rtr_9`, \
- `colision_rtr_10`, \
- `colision_rtr_11`, \
- `colision_rtr_12`, \
- `pktcounter_rtr_1`, \
- `pktcounter_rtr_2`, \
- `pktcounter_rtr_3`, \
- `pktcounter_rtr_4`, \
- `pktcounter_rtr_5`, \
- `pktcounter_rtr_6`, \
- `pktcounter_rtr_7`, \
- `pktcounter_rtr_8`, \
- `pktcounter_rtr_9`, \
- `pktcounter_rtr_10`, \
- `pktcounter_rtr_11`, \
- `pktcounter_rtr_12`, \
- `pktcounter_rtr_13`, \
- `pktcounter_rtr_14`, \
- `pktcounter_rtr_15`
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pktcounter_rtr_12

pkt_counter = 0
bm_len = 65536
num_of_tenants = 17
bm_rtr_1 = [[0 for x in range(bm_len)] for y in range(num_of_tenants)]
bm_rtr_2 = [[0 for x in range(bm_len)] for y in range(num_of_tenants)]
bm_rtr_3 = [[0 for x in range(bm_len)] for y in range(num_of_tenants)]
bm_rtr_4 = [[0 for x in range(bm_len)] for y in range(num_of_tenants)]
bm_rtr_5 = [[0 for x in range(bm_len)] for y in range(num_of_tenants)]
bm_rtr_6 = [[0 for x in range(bm_len)] for y in range(num_of_tenants)]
bm_rtr_7 = [[0 for x in range(bm_len)] for y in range(num_of_tenants)]
bm_rtr_8 = [[0 for x in range(bm_len)] for y in range(num_of_tenants)]
bm_rtr_9 = [[0 for x in range(bm_len)] for y in range(num_of_tenants)]
bm_rtr_10 = [[0 for x in range(bm_len)] for y in range(num_of_tenants)]
bm_rtr_11 = [[0 for x in range(bm_len)] for y in range(num_of_tenants)]
bm_rtr_12 = [[0 for x in range(bm_len)] for y in range(num_of_tenants)]
colision_rtr_1 = [0] * num_of_tenants
colision_rtr_2 = [0] * num_of_tenants
colision_rtr_3 = [0] * num_of_tenants
colision_rtr_4 = [0] * num_of_tenants
colision_rtr_5 = [0] * num_of_tenants
colision_rtr_6 = [0] * num_of_tenants
colision_rtr_7 = [0] * num_of_tenants
colision_rtr_8 = [0] * num_of_tenants
colision_rtr_9 = [0] * num_of_tenants
colision_rtr_10 = [0] * num_of_tenants
colision_rtr_11 = [0] * num_of_tenants
colision_rtr_12 = [0] * num_of_tenants
pktcounter_rtr_1 = [0] * num_of_tenants
pktcounter_rtr_2 = [0] * num_of_tenants
pktcounter_rtr_3 = [0] * num_of_tenants
pktcounter_rtr_4 = [0] * num_of_tenants
pktcounter_rtr_5 = [0] * num_of_tenants
pktcounter_rtr_6 = [0] * num_of_tenants
pktcounter_rtr_7 = [0] * num_of_tenants
pktcounter_rtr_8 = [0] * num_of_tenants
pktcounter_rtr_9 = [0] * num_of_tenants
pktcounter_rtr_10 = [0] * num_of_tenants
pktcounter_rtr_11 = [0] * num_of_tenants
pktcounter_rtr_12 = [0] * num_of_tenants

# bm_rtr [tenant] [position]
# load src, dst tenants routing table in memory
with open('routing.csv', 'rb') as csvfile:
    reader = csv.reader(csvfile, delimiter=',')
    rtable = [[int(row[0]), int(row[1]), int(row[2]),
               int(row[3]), \  
               int(row[4]), int(row[5]), int(row[6]), int(row[7])] \ 
               for row in reader]

# load tenant's src ip in memory
with open('topology.csv', 'rb') as csvfile:
    reader = csv.reader(csvfile, delimiter=',')
    topo = [[ipaddress.ip_network(unicode(row[0]), strict=False), int(row[1])] \ 
            for row in reader]

def routing_table(ten_a, ten_b):
    for row in rtable:
        if (row[0] == ten_a and row[1] == ten_b):
            while 0 in row:
                row.remove(0)
            return row[2:]

def lookup_tenant(tenant_ip):
    for row in topo:
        if (ipaddress.ip_address(unicode(tenant_ip)) in \ 
            ipaddress.ip_network(unicode(row[0]))):
            return row[1]

def bitmatrix(router, ten, hash):
    comm = 'pktcounter_rtr_' + str(router) + ' + [' + str(ten) + ']' + '+' 
    comm += ' = 1'
    exec(comm)
load = 0
comm = 'load = bm_rtr_' + str(router) + ' + load'
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```python
'[' + str(ten) + ']' + 
'[' + str(hash%bm_len) + ']

eval(comm)
if load == 1:
    comm = 'colision_rtr_' + str(router) + ' + 
          '[' + str(ten) + ']' + 
          ' + 1

eval(comm)
```

```
comm = 'bm_rtr_' + str(router) + ' + 
       '[' + str(ten) + ']' + 
       '[' + str(hash%bm_len) + ']' = 1

eval(comm)
```

```python
def print_counters_bitmatrix():
global recordtime
recordtime = recordtime + datetime.timedelta(seconds=10)
file = open("bitmatrix_stats_4sics.csv","a")
for i in range(1,17):
    for j in range(1,13):
        pkt_cnt = 0
        comm0 = 'pkt_cnt = pktcounter_rtr_' + str(j) + ' + 
                '[' + str(i) + ']
        colli = 0
        comm1 = 'colli = colision_rtr_' + str(j) + ' + 
                '[' + str(i) + ']
        sumbm = 0
        comm2 = 'sumbm = sum(bm_rtr_' + str(j) + ' + 
                '[' + str(i) + ']
        eval(comm0)
        eval(comm1)
        eval(comm2)
        file.write(str(recordtime) + ","+
                    str(i) + ","+
                    str(j) + ","+
                    str(pkt_cnt) + ","+
                    str(colli) + ","+
                    str(sumbm) + ","+
                    str("{:3.2f}".format((
                                    pkt_cnt/float(bm_len) + 100)) + ","+
                    str("{:3.2f}".format((
                                    colli/float(bm_len) + 100)) + 
                    
file.close()
```
def ppu(pkts):
    for i in xrange(len(pkts)):
        try:
            global pkt_counter, pkt_counter_master
            # 43,000 pkts corresponds to 1 second of traffic
            if pkt_counter > 430000:
                print_counters_bitmatrix()
                setup()
            pkt = [ord(c) for c in raw(pkts[i])]
            for f in range(28 - len(pkt)):
                pkt.append(0)
            hash = hashing(pkt)
            ten_A = lookup_tenant(pkts[i][IP].src)
            ten_B = lookup_tenant(pkts[i][IP].dst)
            routers = routing_table(ten_A, ten_B)
            for router in routers:
                bitmatrix(router, ten_A, hash)
            pkt_counter_master += 1
            pkt_counter += 1
        except Exception as e:
            sys.stdout.write("\r pkt %d does not exists or cant be processed" % i)
            sys.stdout.flush()

def loader():
    cap_files = []
    for (dirpath, dirnames, filenames) in os.walk("../4sics"):
        cap_files.extend(filenames)
        print cap_files
    return cap_files

def main():
    setup()
    global pkt_counter_master, recordtime
    recordtime = datetime.datetime(2020, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0)
    pkt_counter_master = 0
    cap_files = loader()
    for cap_file in cap_files:
        startload = time.time()
        print 'loading capture file "' + cap_file + '"
        please, be patient...
        pkts=rdpcap("../4sics/" + cap_file)
        endload = time.time()
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```python
print 'capture file "' + str(cap_file) + 
" were loaded in ' + str("{:10.2f}". format(float(endload-startload))) + ' seconds'
print str(len(pkts)) + ' packets were loaded from ' + str(cap_file)
ppu(pkts)
```

main ()
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tenant pair</th>
<th>Routers in path</th>
<th>Tenant pair</th>
<th>Routers in path</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1,2</td>
<td>1,2</td>
<td>6,10</td>
<td>5,6,7,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,3</td>
<td>1,2,3</td>
<td>6,11</td>
<td>5,6,7,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,4</td>
<td>1,4</td>
<td>6,12</td>
<td>5,9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,5</td>
<td>1,4</td>
<td>6,13</td>
<td>5,9,10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,6</td>
<td>1,2,3,5</td>
<td>6,14</td>
<td>5,9,10,11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,7</td>
<td>1,4,6</td>
<td>6,15</td>
<td>5,9,12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,8</td>
<td>1,4,6</td>
<td>6,16</td>
<td>5,9,12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,9</td>
<td>1,2,7</td>
<td>7,8</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,10</td>
<td>1,2,7,8</td>
<td>7,9</td>
<td>6,7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,11</td>
<td>1,2,7,8</td>
<td>7,10</td>
<td>6,7,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,12</td>
<td>1,4,6,5,9</td>
<td>7,11</td>
<td>6,7,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,13</td>
<td>1,2,7,8,11,10</td>
<td>7,12</td>
<td>6,5,9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,14</td>
<td>1,2,7,8,11</td>
<td>7,13</td>
<td>6,5,9,10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,15</td>
<td>1,4,6,5,9,12</td>
<td>7,14</td>
<td>6,7,8,11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,16</td>
<td>1,4,6,5,9,12</td>
<td>7,15</td>
<td>6,5,9,12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,3</td>
<td>2,3</td>
<td>7,16</td>
<td>6,5,9,12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,4</td>
<td>2,1,4</td>
<td>8,9</td>
<td>6,7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,5</td>
<td>2,1,4</td>
<td>8,10</td>
<td>6,7,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,6</td>
<td>2,3,5</td>
<td>8,11</td>
<td>6,7,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,7</td>
<td>2,7,6</td>
<td>8,12</td>
<td>6,5,9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,8</td>
<td>2,7,6</td>
<td>8,13</td>
<td>6,5,9,10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,9</td>
<td>2,7</td>
<td>8,14</td>
<td>6,7,8,11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,10</td>
<td>2,7,8</td>
<td>8,15</td>
<td>6,5,9,12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,11</td>
<td>2,7,8</td>
<td>8,16</td>
<td>6,5,9,12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,12</td>
<td>2,3,5,9</td>
<td>9,10</td>
<td>7,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,13</td>
<td>2,7,8,11,10</td>
<td>9,11</td>
<td>7,8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tenant pair</th>
<th>Routers in path</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2,14</td>
<td>2,7,8,11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,15</td>
<td>2,3,5,9,12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,16</td>
<td>2,3,5,9,12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3,4</td>
<td>3,5,6,4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3,5</td>
<td>3,5,6,4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3,6</td>
<td>3,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3,7</td>
<td>3,5,6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3,8</td>
<td>3,5,6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3,9</td>
<td>3,2,7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3,10</td>
<td>3,2,7,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3,11</td>
<td>3,2,7,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3,12</td>
<td>3,5,9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3,13</td>
<td>3,5,9,10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3,14</td>
<td>3,2,7,8,11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3,15</td>
<td>3,5,9,12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3,16</td>
<td>3,5,9,12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4,5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4,6</td>
<td>4,6,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4,7</td>
<td>4,6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4,8</td>
<td>4,6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4,9</td>
<td>4,6,7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4,10</td>
<td>4,6,7,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4,11</td>
<td>4,6,7,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4,12</td>
<td>4,6,5,9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4,13</td>
<td>4,6,5,9,10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4,14</td>
<td>4,6,7,8,11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4,15</td>
<td>4,6,5,9,12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4,16</td>
<td>4,6,5,9,12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,6</td>
<td>4,6,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,7</td>
<td>4,6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,8</td>
<td>4,6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,9</td>
<td>4,6,7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,10</td>
<td>4,6,7,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,11</td>
<td>4,6,7,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,12</td>
<td>4,6,5,9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,13</td>
<td>4,6,5,9,10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,14</td>
<td>4,6,7,8,11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,15</td>
<td>4,6,5,9,12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tenant pair</th>
<th>Routers in path</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9,12</td>
<td>7,6,5,9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9,13</td>
<td>7,8,11,10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9,14</td>
<td>7,8,11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9,15</td>
<td>7,8,11,12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9,16</td>
<td>7,8,11,12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10,11</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10,12</td>
<td>8,11,10,9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10,13</td>
<td>8,11,10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10,14</td>
<td>8,11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10,15</td>
<td>8,11,12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10,16</td>
<td>8,11,12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11,12</td>
<td>8,11,10,9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11,13</td>
<td>8,11,10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11,14</td>
<td>8,11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11,15</td>
<td>8,11,12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11,16</td>
<td>8,11,12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12,13</td>
<td>9,10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12,14</td>
<td>9,10,11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12,15</td>
<td>9,12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12,16</td>
<td>9,12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13,14</td>
<td>10,11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13,15</td>
<td>10,11,12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13,16</td>
<td>10,11,12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14,15</td>
<td>11,12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14,16</td>
<td>11,12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15,16</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3,3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4,4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,6</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,7</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8,8</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9,9</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10,10</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11,11</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12,12</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 9 – Path used for traffic between tenants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tenant pair</th>
<th>Routers in path</th>
<th>Tenant pair</th>
<th>Routers in path</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5,16</td>
<td>4,6,5,9,12</td>
<td>13,13</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,7</td>
<td>5,6</td>
<td>14,14</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,8</td>
<td>5,6</td>
<td>15,15</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,9</td>
<td>5,6,7</td>
<td>16,16</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>